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TAKING THE PULSE
OF PATIENT CARE
In this day of managed health care, hospital
stays are short and getting shorter, and
patients are sent home more acutely ill
than ever before. JMU's nursing students
are preparing to become case managers,
the medical personnel who will make sure
patients get the care they need.
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Armed with the world's first doctorate in assessment and measurement,
Robin Anderson is ready to answer the growing demand for accountability from consumers, taxpayers, legislators, boards - anybody who supplies funding in exchange
for goods and services and who wants to know what they're getting for their money.
Cover Photo by Diane Elliott ('OO)
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by the entire university community. The

JMU's ultimate commitment -

Board of Visitors and administration then

to focus on the student in all that we do.

consolidated the recommendations into

Another important characteristic calls

29 characteristics that define how JMU

for JMU to continue its primary role in

can be the finest institution of its type
The guiding force behind the

made major steps toward that goal this

characteristics is JMU's mission state-

year by bringing to campus several nation-

ment: "We are committed to prepar-

ally known speakers. We have also re-

ing students to be enlightened and

ceived national attention for our service

educated citizens who will lead pro-

programs, like Alternative Spring Break,

ductive and meaningful lives."

and for JMU's ranking 21st nationally in

The 29 characteristics support that

the number of alumni in the Peace Corps.

mission statement and establish a road

Also receiving national attention are a num-

map for the present and future. By malting

ber of programs, like information security,

these characteristics a full reality, JMU will

communication sciences and disorders

become the archetype for a new Ameri-

and the doctoral program in assessment

can university -

and measurement.

one that meshes the

best qualities of small liberal arts colleges
with those of large research universities.
A university does not become, or

serving the region but to enhance the
institution's national reputation. We have

in America.

4

a pledge

The importance of diversity is clearly
set forth in a characteristic calling for JMU

Drawing on liberal arts colleges, JMU

to enhance the diversity of its faculty, staff

will provide a student-centered atmos-

and student body. Our graduates will

remain, distinguished by happenstance.

phere, superlative teaching, high levels of

work and live in diverse settings. Diversity

M
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America's truly outstanding institutions

service and support, and a liberal educa-

enriches the educational experience and

M
A
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of higher learning achieve their success by

tion - along with character development

promotes growth.

meticulous attention to detail, by carefully

for students and a spirit of civic responsi-
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The heart of any great institution of
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setting lofty standards of excellence and

bility. At the same time, the university will

higher learning is its academic program.

striving relentlessly to achieve those goals.

feature the best qualities of large doctoral

We are pledged to providing new and inno-

James Madison University has under-

universities: a wide breadth of programs,

vative academic programs; developing a

gone an extensive procedure of formally

a world-class faculty, modern facilities and

limited, but distinguished, core of graduate

identifying those qualities that character-

academic programs of national distinction.

programs; enhancing private support for

Many universities can satisfy one set of

academics; and using JMU's notable assess-
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ize our university -

both as it currently

exists and as it will ideally exist in 2008 at

characteristics. By embracing both sets,

ment program to provide guidelines for

the university's 100th anniversary.

JMU will become the institution of choice

improving our existing efforts.

For many years, it has been clear that
JMU's overall objective is to become the

for prospective professors and students.

JMU is aggressively moving into the

The 29 characteristics cover the full

21st century and aspiring to provide a

finest predominantly undergraduate uni-

range of JMU's academic and support pro-

new level of excellence when we celebrate

versity in the nation. Although we are close

grams. Befittingly for a high-quality uni-

our institution's 100th anniversary in

versity, most of the characteristics -

seven years. Please join us with your sup-

to that goal -

and, perhaps, have already

accomplished it - the university has never

more than two-thirds -

deal primarily

categorized the characteristics that are vital

with academics. I urge you to look on

to our continued success.

JMU's Web site at all 29 characteristics

Shortly after being named president of

port for planning these improvements
and helping to make them a reality.

<www.jmu.edu/ie/JMUmission.htm>.

JMU, I appointed the Centennial Commis-

The characteristics are not prioritized

sion to define the ideal JMU of 2008. Com-

or listed in any particular order. Perhaps

Linwood H. Rose

mission recommendations were reviewed

the most important is No. 22, which restates

President

'The terrorist of the future won't carry guns and

,;,

explosives and force his way into sensitive areas.
Instead, he'll sit at a computer terminal and, with
a few keystrokes, do more damage than he ever
could with physical force.'
just wants to make a show of
it," says Jerry Benson, dean of

National Consortium for

the College of Integrated Sci-

Information Systems Security

ence and Technology. "Instead,

and Education will help the

he'll sit at a computer termi-

research center contribute to

nal and, with a few keystrokes,

a national framework for ad-

do more damage than he ever

vancing information security.

could with physical force."

JfflU ta head Virginia's
information seturity tenter
In May, Virginia Gov.

work with both the private

JMU's membership in the

"The center will be a col-

JMU computer science

laborative effort involving sev-

professors, Mohamed Elto-

eral universities and many

weissy and Samuel Redwine,

industrial partners;' Eltoweissy

were the principal investiga-

emphasizes. "These collabora-

tors for the CTRF grant. Red-

tions will enable the center to

wine says, "The center will pro-

have both a broad range of
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James Gilmore established a

and public sectors to help Vir-

vide a resource that business,

experience and enormous

$9 million Commonwealth

ginia become a leading pro-

industry and government can

depth of expertise."

Information Security Center

vider of information security

turn to for help in protecting

at JMU that will help combat

services and research.

computing systems."

Redwine notes that the
establishment of the center

attacks on computer systems.

The center will be funded

The center will also con-

comes at a time when com-

The center is a key element

by the Commonwealth Tech-

duct information security

puter systems throughout the

of Gilmore's Digital Domin-

nology Research Fund, cre-

research and share results with

country are compromised on

ion initiative.

ated by Gilmore and the

Virginia firms that develop

an increasingly frequent basis.

The university 1s also

General Assembly in 2000 to

information security prod-

"It is estimated that $7.6 bil-

home to the world's only

increase technological and

ucts; provide a network of

lion has been lost in business

completely Internet-driven

economic development in

specialized knowledge among

productivity because of worms

master's degree program in

Virginia. The CTRF will pro-

research centers, government

and viruses;' he says, "and that

computer science with a

vide $4 million for the center

agencies, private companies

international banks allow $12

concentration in information

over three years, and another

and industries; improve the

million per year in unauthor-

security. The program has

$5 million will come from

ability of JMU and its aca-

ized wire transfers because of

been

JMU, industry and other gov-

demic partners to educate

security breaches. As a result,

recognized

by the

National Security Agency.
JMU's College of Inte-

ernmental sources. Other part-

people in information secu-

spending on information secu-

ners include George Mason

rity; and accelerate the devel-

rity has skyrocketed."

grated Science and Technology

University, Hampton Univer-

opment and deployment of

Learn more about the

will house the new Common-

sity and Virginia Tech.

information security technol-

Commonwealth Information

wealth Information Security

"The terrorist of the future

Center. The new center, which

won't carry guns and explo-

ogy in Virginia.
While the center will focus

will focus on applied research

sives and force his way into

on security needs and issues

and technology transfer, will

sensitive areas -

in Virginia, Benson says that

unless he

Security Center and Technology Research Fund <www. the
digitaldominion.com>. 1,;1

- Charles Culbertson
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AN IMPORTANT AIM OF EDUCATION IS TO HELP STUDENTS LIVE
MORE DECENTLY AND HOPEFULLY MORE EASILY AS MATURE HUMAN
BEINGS.

I

CAN HONESTLY SAY THAT MILDRED DICKERSON WAS,

AND STILL IS, AN EXEMPLARY MENTOR TO ME IN THIS WAY.

As I worked

MRS. D: AN EXEMPLARY MENTOR

Louise Schullery

6

not just theory. She was for-

with "Mrs. D"

ever bringing in examples of

at Anthony-

children's art and explaining

Seeger teach-

the different learning stages

ing lab school,

long before many knew much

across the street from what

about this subject. Through

was the Madison campus of

her, we learned why and how

the 1960s, I began a process

young children learn best.

that directly opened up my

We learned to look deeply

understanding of young chil-

at young children and ulti-

dren as they grew and devel-

mately at ourselves.

oped. Our nursery school was

After working in the lab,

a human relations laboratory.

we would go to Mrs. D's class

There I was guided in learn-

and discuss what we experi-

ing about and applying appro-

enced during the day with chil-

priate responses and actions as

dren. That was great hands-

J
A

I worked directly with young

on experience, which is the

M
E

children -

not just blindly

best kind of education in my

reacting to theories I had

opinion, because it truly

read about.

touches upon and reinforces

s

M
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Mrs. D believed in her

all the many ways people learn.

u

students and treated us with

We learned to look mindfully

N
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at situations involving young
children in order to under-

school child and their par-

stand more about human be-

"Mrs. D" with her nursery school students at Anthony-Seeger Lab School

ents. She taught by example,

havior. Under Mrs. Dicker-

Pulitzer Prize winner William Satire
tells grads ta be daersl nat 1:riti1:s"

graduate-level students before

pole of success;' he said. Cit-

20,000 parents and family

ing the adage, "If you scratch

I

T
y

the same love and respect
that she showed each nursery

11

William Satire, Pulitzer

members at the spring com-

my back, I'll scratch yours,"

Prize-winning columnist for

mencement ceremony in

Satire told graduates and

The New York Times, told the

Bridgeforth Stadium.

families, "In a real practical

graduating class of 2001 that

Satire gave the graduates

success can be theirs if they

what he termed "views you

ing is among the best ways to

heed the lessons of the wise

can use" from his long career

get along and achieve success."

people who came before them.

as a writer, commentator and

JMU President Linwood

Washington, D.C., insider.

sense, two-way back scratch-

Urging graduates to weigh
the costs of blind loyalty, Safire

H. Rose conferred degrees on

"I hope these views will

recounted a quote attributed

2,632 undergraduates and 165

help you climb the greasy

to a Franklin D. Roosevelt

who looked a lot like Mrs. D,

tionably was the professor

grow in patience, compassion

was raising this lamb herself.

who most changed my life,

of Illinois. She studied and

and understanding.

Mrs. Dickerson gathered up

because through her I changed

worked as a Peace Corps vol-

son's watchful eye, I began to

education from the University

She believed in each of her

her skirt in one hand and

my behaviors after learning

unteer in Sierra Leone, West

students and told us so. After

began walking around the

and practicing more appro-

Africa, from 1967 to 1969. She

I applied to the Peace Corps

playground to illustrate how

priate and useful ways of

later taught at Rhode Island

and the U.S. government came

a baby lamb would follow

relating to people. She taught

College. She and her husband,

to her for a reference, she told

and bond with its "mother!'

through books and lectures,

David Vania, also a Peace

me that she informed them

The lamb immediately began

but more importantly she

Corps veteran, have lived in

that I was good with adults as

following. Mrs. D began walk-

taught through example. It

Saudi Arabia and Brazil where

well as with children. From

ing faster, jumping over poles

was the kind of person she

they taught at international

that moment on, my self-

on the ground, and the little

was that made the difference.

schools. Currently Cox teaches

esteem grew.

lamb copied each of her spe-

Through the years we have

English and adult life skills

Among the warmest mem-

cific actions. Each time I think

kept in touch. I still appreci-

to immigrants and works

ories I have of Mrs. D - and

of Mrs. D. running and jump-

ate the mentoring through

for the Child Development

there are many -

ing holding her dress around

occasional cards and letters

Center at a Hartford, Conn.,
community college.

was when

we discussed the concept of

her, I dissolve in giggles. What

as we share with each other

"newborn bonding." Mam-

a marvelous way to imprint

our life's journeys. She is the

mals are imprinted with the

upon her students the very

kind of person who still makes

first thing they see after being

concept we were studying.

me want to be the best per-

ABOUT THE PROFESSOR:

Mildred Dicker-

born. Nature has programmed

Several years later, when

son I can be in any situation

son taught in the

this for their survival. For

my own children were born,

because I don't want to let her

education depart-

example, if a human, rather

this bonding concept was very

or myself down.

ment's nursery school from

than a mother hen, cares for

much in the forefront and

- Louise Schullery Cox ('67)

its inception. She served the

a newly hatched chick, it will

influenced my decision to

soon follow the human care-

become a Lamaze teacher.

7
M
D

JMU faculty from 1958 to
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1986, retiring as a professor
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

taker even if later introduced

Since my Madison College

Louise Schullery

of early childhood education.

to a mature chicken.

days, I have gone on to years

Cox earned her

Her husband, Z.S. Dickerson,

One warm spring day, Mrs.

of graduate work and courses

elementary edu-

helped establish the computer

R

Dickerson had a local farmer's

all over the world with promi-

cation

science program. He retired as

2
D
0
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degree

wife bring an orphaned baby

nent educators in their fields.

from JMU in 1967 and her

associate dean of the School

lamb to class. The woman,

Mildred Dickerson unques-

master's in early childhood

of Business.

speech writer: "When the

of Virginia Beach reminded

In addition, Safire writes

water reaches the upper level,

classmates to always remem-

a weekly column, On Lan-

M

Benson named
dean af EISAI

ber JMU. "Some of the finest

guage, about grammar, usage

The Pulitzer Prize winner

lessons we've learned, we've

and etymology for The New

has been ap-

also implored graduates to

learned here. For that, we

York Times Magazine.

pointed dean

be active and heed construc-

should always be grateful."

follow the rats."

Jerry Benson

Safire is the author of

of the College

tive criticism, saying, "Remem-

Safire, who writes politi-

several books, including the

of Integrated

ber that it's not the critics,

cal commentary from The

novels Freedom, Full Disclo-

Science and Technology. He

but the doers who make the

New York Time's Washington

sure and Sleeper Spy; a dic-

had served the college as

caravan move onward."

bureau, won the Pulitzer Prize

tionary, The New Language of

interim dean since July 1999.

Class of 2001 graduate and
senior speaker Michael Basgier

for distinguished commen-

Politics; and three antholo-

tary in 1978.

gies of quotations.M

CISAT is the second college
Benson has headed at JMU.
CONTINUED PAGE 8
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Stuarts Draft, Va. He was in-

until he finds a scroll that tells

spired to start writing for tele-

him how the divine sword of

vision and film in the eighth

Charlemagne was cast into

grade, when he and a friend

hell. In order to regain his

wrote a script for the TV

power, the Pope must find a

series, Married With Children.

warrior and an oracle that

Although Columbia Pictures

will help him retrieve the

rejected that script, Gwin was

holy weapon. The task is far

not discouraged.
At JMU, Gwin became

from easy, and the Pope must
be wary of the emperor's

interested in the subject of

imperial forces, who want to

hell after reading Dante Ali-

execute him for treason.

ghieri's Inferno, and he started

Although Gwin has taken

writing his script for The 9th

liberties with some historical

Circle. Gwin sought advice on

events he has put in the film,

medieval history from Eng-

it is the mixture of real life,

lish professor Dabney Bankert,

fiction and fantasy that he

and the script went through

says will make the movie good

several revisions in Gwin's

"mainstream entertainment."

screenwriting class.
Gwin also took his script

Macmillan Films bought
the script in March and has

8

to the American Voetrope

moved it into pre-production,

J
A

writers' workshop, where he

seeking a co-producer and

M
E

learned, "For every 10 people

additional financial sources.

M

who like your stories, there

As the screenwriter, Gwin will
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Student sells original feature fllm screenplay

I

V

will be 10 people who don't."

receive 2 to 3 percent of the

Gwin completed his script last

movie profits and will be

December and sent copies to

allowed some creative input,

several film companies.

even though filming will be

E
A

Many writers dream of

has already made his mark

The 9th Circle is set m

on a closed set. Gwin is try-

I

having their scripts turned

on the film industry with his

1289 during a period of civil

ing to sell his second feature

s
T
y

into multimillion-dollar Hol-

script, The 9th Circle, which

war. The country is torn be-

film script, Apocalypse, and is

lywood productions, but for

could be released to movie-

tween supporters of the Pope

writing a new version of the

most writers, that dream

goers in 2002.

and those of the new emperor.

Dr. Faustus story, which he

never becomes a reality. David

David Gwin is a third-

The Pope is sent into exile

calls The Sorcerer's Apprentice. M

Gwin, a senior English major,

generation JMU legacy from

and remains there for 11 years

- Marisa Domenech ('OJ )

As interim dean of CISAT,

technology. The new Health

of Education. A trained medi-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

The first was the College of
Education and Psychology.

Benson worked to expand the

and Human Services Building

ator, Benson has served on

He was dean from 1992 to

college's involvement in uni-

was constructed and equipped

numerous university commit-

1999 after serving as acting

versitywide programs. He led

during Benson's tenure.

dean in 1991-92. Benson

the formation of task forces

Benson is a licensed clinical

tees and task forces. He completed his Ph.D. in trans-

joined the psychology faculty

in the areas of integrating the

psychologist in Virginia and

actional-ecological psychology

in 1980 and was also named

sciences, mathematics and

holds permanent certification

and his master's degree in psy-

director

of

the

Development Center.

Human

technology; health and human

as a school psychologist from

chology at Tennessee's George

services;

the West Virginia Department

Peabody College for Teachers. M

and information

e witness

testimony

Is it real?
Or is it memory?

SOMEONE COMMITS A HEINOUS
CRIME,

is arrested, tried, con-

victed and sentenced to death,
based on the strongest evidence -

positive eyewitness

identification. It's an openand-shut case, right?
Justice may not have been
served after all, says psychology
professor James Couch, who
retired in May. Eyewitness

SUSPEET 1

SUSPEET 2

SUSPECT 3

Even retirement is not what it seems when it comes to eyewitness identification researcher James Couch.
The psychology professor plans to earn his law degree after "retiring" this summer from ]MU.

identification, traditionally a

changed by what happens

to a positive one by implying

The implications of those

valuable weapon in the crim-

after the event" as well as by

that a suspect is included in a

attitudes are serious. Research

inal justice system's arsenal,

lighting at the crime scene,

lineup and reinforcing an oth-

published in the December

is not always reliable, he says.

clarity and focus of the witness'

erwise tentative identification.

1998 Law and Human Behav-

Quite simply, what we really

vision, stress on the witness

Seemingly harmless comments

ior details 48 cases where

9

see and what we think we see

and the powerful motivation

like "all right" or "You've got

suspects convicted on circum-

M

can often be very different.

of victims to see justice served.

him" can make witnesses' con-

stantial evidence and eye- wit-

The professor has spent the

While a crime occurs, a

fidence in their memory soar.

ness identification were later

last few years at JMU working

victim's focus is understand-

While these effects on the

exonerated through DNA test-

with student researchers in

ably riveted on the weapon,

memory of eyewitnesses are

ing. That concern led former

the psychology department

whereas, as an eyewitness,

well documented, they aren't

Attorney General Janet Reno

L

examining the reliability of

the victim must identify the

necessarily well known, Couch

to convene a task force to

eyewitness identification and

person who wielded it. Vic-

says. Often prosecutors and

draft guidelines on conduct-

just how people regard eye-

tims, who have had their

police aren't fully aware that

ing suspect line-ups.

witness identification.

whole sense of order upended

how they handle witnesses

But changing the perceived
"sanctity" of eyewitness testi-

What they found was sur-

by the crime, have a strong

can affect accuracy in identifi-

prising. Although volumes of

motive to help get a convic-

cations. Nor are juries. Attor-

mony may be a hard sell,

research conducted over the

tion. It is an obvious way to

neys, when asked to qualify

Couch says. "The second most

last 100 years point to the con-

restore some balance to their

the credibility of eyewitness

critical identification of sus-

trary, many people are con-

world, Couch says. So rather

testimony, often don't know

pects after confession is eye-

vinced that human memory

than simply saying '"I don't

what factors can affect that

witness accounts. We believe

is like a videotape that can be

know;'' eyewitnesses may "fill

credibility. Judges, who often

what people tell us. Juries feel

rewound to the scene and

the gaps" in their memories.

replayed for precise recall of

D
N
T
p
E

Police and prosecutors can

think taking into account these

witnesses are telling the truth,

factors is common sense, can

and witnesses themselves often

what transpired. But research

use that motivation to their

be reluctant to allow experts

truly believe what they are

shows that memory is an

advantage to help goad a wit-

to testify on behalf of the

testifying, making the testimony even more compelling.'~

active thing, Couch says.

ness' memory. Or they can

defense about factors that can

"Memory of an event can be

shift a tentative identification

affect memory.

- Margie Shetterly

IDemarv is an active thing. It can be Ehangad by what happens altar the event.
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Retiring prafessar lauded far 40 years in

Elizabeth Neatrour, who retires next month from JMU's foreign
languages and literatures department, received the 2000 distinguished service award from the American Councils of Teachers of
10
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The ACTR, one of the professional divisions of the American
for

International Education, conducts

The newest academic

demic classroom and office

building on JMU's campus,

space, bring together all CISAT

the Health and Human Serv-

programs in one location,

ices Building of the College

Benson says.

of Integrated Science and

Benson added that all five

Technology, was officially

academic colleges at JMU uti-

opened in April with a cere-

lize the new facility. "This is

mony, reception and tours.

the beginning of a greater

Dean Jerry Benson called

collaboration toward a com-

the completion of CISAT's

mon goal;' Benson says, "that

second academic building,

of education."

which houses the departments

JMU Chancellor Ronald E.

of communication sciences

Carrier says that the building

and disorders, health sciences,

is an investment for future

geographic science, nursing

generations of faculty mem-

and social work, "a major mile-

bers and students.

stone on a long journey."

Russian last winter.
Councils

new Health and Human
Seruia:es Building opens

academic

become complacent. It's not

grated science and technol-

that we have arrived;' the

exchange, curriculum development and technical assistance pro-

ogy and computer science

chancellor says. "It is that we

grams between the United States and countries in eastern Europe

are housed in the first aca-

are beginning."

and Eurasia.

demic building.

0
N

Neatrour has served on the ACTR board of directors since

The two connected build-

u

1980 and has been the organization's secretary (1987-1996) and

ings, which combine for about

president (1996-2000). She joined the JMU faculty in 1961 and

300,000 square feet of aca-
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"The challenge is to not

The departments of inte-

helped build the university's Russian studies program. She earned

M

may grads named
liauernar's Fellows
Spring graduates Kara
Reade of Hampton and Elisha
Triplett of Woodbridge were

a reputation as a world-renowned expert on the pre-Soviet writer

selected to participate in the

Nadezhada Teffi, publishing works about her in both the United

2001 Governor's Fellows Pro-

States and Russia. She was asked to write the introductory article

gram of Virginia to gain first-

in Vol. I of the Collected Works of N.A. Tefft, published in 1999.

hand experience in the admin-

In 1998, Neatrour was honored with the Pushkin Medal from

istration of state government.

the International Association of Teachers of Russian Language and

Reade and Triplett worked

Literature. The award was presented by the Russian ambassador at
a reception at the embassy in Washington, D.C. She also received

in Gov. James Gilmore's office

Virginia's Distinguished Foreign Language Teacher Award in 1988

or in agencies under his juris-

and the State Council of Higher Education Outstanding Faculty

diction from May to July. The

Award in 1991.

students majored in interna-

American Councils programs are funded by the U.S. Department of State (Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs), the U.S.
Department of Education, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Library of Congress and other public and private organizations worldwide.

James Akkawi of Jacobs Facilities
Inc., (designers of the Health and
Human Services Building), talks
with Harrisonburg resident
Richard Lyons and Bill Fisher of
Nielsen Construction Co., general
contractor of the project.

tional affairs and were selected
for the program based on academic performance, leadership
skills, extracurricular activities
and community service.M

What began life as a gasoline-powered
Volkswagen has risen like a mechanical
PhaeniH ta become a quiet, emissionfree electric dune buggy.
something that we were inter-

engines roaring, th ey careen

ested in and that might have

tl1rough virgin country tear-

some practical applications?"

ing up tl,e landscape, fright-

The

project demanded

ening wildlife and fouling

eliminating everything not

the air with smoke and car-

compatible with operating an

bon monoxide.

electric-powered dune buggy.

"We see the electric dune

The gasoline engine went. The

buggy as an alternative to all

framework that supported the

that," Niles says. " It's quiet,

Volkswagen's skin was dis-

it's clean, it's environmentally

mantled. The seats and wheels

responsible. And it's fun."

were removed. When Niles

The duo's buggy is pow-

and Vento were finished, the

ered by an electric motor

only thing left of the popular

using six 12-volt batteries

economy car was a flat piece

and has reached speeds of

of metal.

more than 45 miles per hour.

Working with Randy Poag,

It can climb rocks, plow its

coordinator of JMU's Alter-

way through ditches and

native Fuel Veh icle program,

scale embankments.

Niles and Vento studied elec-

James Winebrake, integrated science and technol-

Take one 1970 Volkswa-

December, initiated the plan-

gen Beetle. Peel off its skin,

ning and design process in

trollers and high voltage elec-

ogy professor, says that Niles'

throw out its motor, get rid

2000 and stripped down the

trical systems. They took a

and Vento's creation will

of everything except the trans-

Volkswagen last September.

crash course in body design

remain at )MU. Education-

have? Perhaps the only student
senior project of its kind anywhere in the world.
What began life as a gaso-

and welding and learned how

ally, he says, it will be great

a field trip to the JMU Alter-

complicated technical systems

for "show-and -tell" sessions

native Fuels Lab;' Niles says.

can be reduced to smaller,

because all the components

"Seeing the different kinds of

more manageable parts and

are visible. Future students

alternative-fuel vehicles piqued

then reassembled.

"I got the idea last year on

line-powered Volkswagen has

my interest in creating one

risen like a mechanical Phoe-

for my senior project."

But why an electric dun e

ble and reassemble the dunebuggy as a training exercise.

nix to become a quiet, emis-

Vento, Niles' roommate at

sion-free electric dune buggy.

the time, quickly saw the

demands of a senior project?

Its creators are Tommy Niles

potential in his friend's idea

('01) of Manassas and Aaron

and came in on the project at

Vento ('OI ) of Dale City. Niles,

once. "I also liked the con-

who graduated in May, and

cept of doing this as a senior

Vento, who will graduate in

project;' he says. "Why not do

interested in building another
electric vehicle may disassem -

buggy? Is there really a need
for one beyond the academic

And will it ever be used

Niles and Vento's respo nse

for its intended purpose? "Oh

is to point out that signifi-

yes," says Winebrake. "We

cant environmental damage

intend to have some fun with

is caused by gasoline-pow-

it as well.'~

ered off-road vehicles. With
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tric motors, batteries, con-

mission, and what do you
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"In most of those movies

PROFESSOR liETS TWO THUfflBS UP
FOR A DEW TAKE on BIOlOliY
non-science majors, Rose's

tic ants take over Earth, a man

because scientific research has

course covers films that treat

the thrill, where the movies

becomes a fly, dinosaurs grow

such fundamental and far-

topics like evolution, human

leave off. "I point out all the

from fossilized DNA and

reaching implications. If we

origins, human cloning, trans-

issues that are glossed over;' ,

ignore science, the result is

genic animals and artificial

Rose says.

how much of these provoca-

an expert few left to make

intelligence. Students watch

In Jurassic Park, for in-

tive ideas do we take seriously?

critical decisions without in-

and discuss movies like Inherit

stance, scientists produce

Ask biology professor Christo-

formed input from the rest

the Wind, Jurassic Park, The

dinosaurs from DNA they

pher Rose, who presents "Biol-

of society.

Boys From Brazil, and both the

extracted from dinosaur blood

ogy in the Movies" to teach

Interestingly, science fiction

1958 and 1986 versions of The

found in fossilized mosqui-

is often a gauge of the pub-

Fly and then study related sci-

toes. It's possible to extract

fact from science fiction.

lic's understanding of science,

entific research and concepts.

says Rose, who points to the

real science, Rose says, and

writing of Frankenstein in the

people often leave the theater

early 1800s, when scien-

misled about the hows and

tists were exploring the
notion of bringing dead

12

and the realm of the scienti-

tissue spontaneously to

J
A

fically possible.

life using electricity.

A

D

\

students to separate science

whys of scientific research

M

ogy professor takes up after

humans clone themselves. Just

Most flicks fail to present

s

aspect of it;' he says. The biol-

crucial, the professor insists,

AT THE MOVIES, gigan-

M
E

the science has to go wrong
... which produces the thrill

"If people digest the sci-

Rose considers movies

ence they see in the movies

a good startin~ point for teach-

and take that as the watered-

ing scientific concepts that a

Hmmm.
A praying

mantis of unlikely
proportions.
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CINEMA
down version of the real thing,

few films do successfully ex-

they're always going to be

plore. Then it's a matter of dis-

misinformed;' Rose says.

secting the films to distinguish

An adequate and accurate

what's realistic and what's

understanding of science is

entertainment. Designed for

the DNA from a fossil, he explains, but only in fragments
and only through a complex procedure. "It
would be very difficult, and proba-

bly impossible, to assemble

A biologist and longtime

Using the film as a spring-

the fragments into complete

movie buff, Rose applauds

board, Rose presents the real-

chromosomes;' Rose explains.
"It would be equally difficult

Mmmm.

to use those chromosomes

A tasty

to make an embryo develop
into a dinosaur."
That was food for
thought for senior

biology
professor.

Jason Daube.

films that effectively explore
-

and explain (a rare occur-

ities of gene manipulation to
produce

desirable

human

scientific ideas. One

traits like high intelligence

of them is The Boys from

and musical ability and the

rence) -

Brazil, a 1978 film about a

impossibility of screening out

fictitious first human cloning

all undesired human traits.

project in which frozen tissue

While the films have "bla-

from the body of Adolf Hitler

tantly unrealistic" parts, jun-

is used to create a new race of

ior Kevin Davenport says it

Hitlers. A scientist in the movie

wasn't always easy separating

plot: A scientist

actually explains the process

what was factual from what

turns into a fly when

of transplanting the DNA of

wasn't. "Trying to find out

cells (1958 original) or genes

the deceased Hitler into an

what was real, what was pos-

(1986 remake) of man and fly

embryo. After showing the

sible, what really could hap-

are accidentally recombined.

film, Rose delves into lessons

pen, that was fun," he says.

The result is impos-

on cloning and discussions

"Before, I wouldn't think

plausible

sible because

on the

about or question if it was
possible to do what they
attempted [in a movie]."
Davenport says Biology in

13
M

the Movies wasn't the sit-backand-relax course its title might
convey. "If you tried to engage,
it was definitely a challenging
course;' he says.
While Rose teaches stu-

the organ systems

dents to view science fiction

of humans and in-

with a critical eye, he doesn't

sects are incompati-

discourage them from a good

ble, Rose explains. But

night at the movies. "Certainly,

the movie has scientific
ethics of cloning.

I don't want to shoot down

"You believe

value because it intro-

it at the time;

duces the notion of mix-

whereas, if you

ing cells or genes to

really get into

produce new organ-

the biology of

isms, which has been

1997's Gattaca, which explores

it, it's near impossi-

done successfully in lab-

the processes of genetic screen-

flicks, Davenport says

Another good
example of a film that
deals well with science is

fantasy as a source of plot
lines;' he says.
No problem. A longtime fan of sci-fi

ble. I know it's far-

oratories. The cells of two

ing and in vitro fertilization.

the course won't stop him

fetched;' he says.

similar animals, a sheep

The futuristic movie por-

from indulging in a cinematic

Rose uses the two

and a goat, were combined in

trays a genetically imperfect

thrill that doesn't measure up

film versions of The Fly

the 1980s to produce what

protagonist trying to succeed

to scientific standards.

to challenge students

became known as a "geep," an

in a society dominated by

to pick out the valid

animal with the fur and looks

humans genetically screened

science from an im-

of the original animals.

to be biologically superior.

"They're definitely fun
movies," he says.M
- Alayna Demartini
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national students crammed

coordinator Morgana Wallace.

leadership honor society, won

Saadatmand has served the

Perhaps the writers of the

program of the year for its

on the JMU psychology fac-

MCAS test need some remediation. The English test asks eighth-

second All Together One cere-

ulty for 31 years. In addition,

mony, which honors five JMU

as head of the Office of Inter-

son was married to James Madison, the fourth president and
the fathe r of the Constitution.
The error slipped past Harcourt

M

Hon or society celebrates community builders
Delta Kappa, the national

The problem: Dolley Madi-

J
A

Walking the talk
and Alternative Spring Break

graders to answer questions
about a letter by Dolley Madison "to see how the wife of
President John Madison became
a hero of the War of 1812."

Educational Measurement of
San Antonio, which writes

individuals for personifying

national Students, he is in

the university's theme.

charge of approximately 1,000

ODK member and senior

undergraduate students from

Wendy Gill welcomed more

many nations. His influence

than 150 faculty members,

on these students, however,

students and guests by explain-

reaches beyond just filling out

ing the All Together One spirit.

international student forms

"It's a feeling JMU has encom-

or helping with passports.

of be-

"In life, there are always a

longing while still being an

select few persons who are

individual. Today we honor

simply unforgettable, who

passed for decades -

MCAS, and many Massachusetts teachers who review test

those individuals who depict

make others better people by

this spirit and enrich the

being a part of their lives,"

items. But it didn't get by Nicholas Holsing, a student at North

whole JMU community."

says Jane Halonen, director

This year's recipients were

Reading Middle School, who
told his father.
The state Department of
Education, which fielded some
calls on the mistake, would not
comment because the Massa-

of the school of psychology.

psychology professor Bijan

"Bijan stands out because he

Saadatmand, family manage-

is driven by his heart."

ment professor David Herr,

In and out of the class-

Converse Hall housekeeper

room, Saadatmand encour-

Cindy Rexrode, director of

ages diversity and emphasizes

disability services Lou Hedrick

the strength of individuality. In

chusetts Comprehensive Assessment System exam is ongoing.
Officials will decide whether to

together with many others
vying for seats or leftover
spaces in the aisles.
Saadatmand has also
served as faculty adviser to
JMU's Sigma Chi fraternity,
where his son was a member.
"To us," says Monty Drummond, he was 'Papa Bijan.'
He took on the role of father
to all the brothers."
David Herr, another ODK
honoree, teaches on the special education faculty.
"Dave is the behavior management man:' says Martha
Trotta ('01) . "When it comes
to handling discipline problems in the classroom or in
life, he is your man. His class
is among the highest rated
on campus because he makes
you feel so incredibly welcome. He not only teaches
you how to do things, he lives
by what he says."
"I have many blessings,
one of which is that I am able
to teach at JMU:' the profesI am able to teach behavior
management. I love it. I've
always felt that bad kids need

the James Madison Center was
not amused. "It blows my mind

more -

more love, more

positive encouragement and

that an educator would not be
aware that it's James Madison
who was a president and mar-

from the Boston Globe,
May 17, 2001

not uncommon to find inter-

sor says, "and another is that

throw out the question. Ken
Newbold, a graduate assistant at

ried to Dolley Madison."
Way to go Nicholas!

his self-created Psychology of
Human Intimacy course, it is

JMU's chapter of Omicron

JMU alumni, professors and
students cited in the news

14

H"

more attention."
To learn more about the
ft

JMU's chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa honored five JMU individuals for
personifying the univers.ity's All Together One theme m 2000. Celebrating
after the awards ceremony are (1-r) A lternative Spring Break coordinator
Morga na Wa llace, Converse Hall housekeeper Cindy Rexrode, director of
disability services Lou Hedrick, family management professor David Herr
and psychology professor Bijan Saadatmand.

community builders who
were honored this year by
ODK, visit Montpelier online
<www.jmu.edu/montpelier>.M

- Michelle Hite ('BB)
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VR-reporter is an interactive simulation program
that allows students to maneuver around a 360degree scene of a criminal assault. Students investigate, interview individuals, take notes on an onscreen
notebook and capture B-roll footage.
shots, which serve as a model

officers at the scene, only one

for the types of questions a

will provide information, and

reporter should ask and the

it is given "off the record."

type of shots a news camera

That raises the ethical issue

operator should try.

of how to handle the infor-

"It is a good first experi-

mation. Students are also given

ence before students actually

opportunities to make follow-

go out on a real assignment,"

up telephone calls to the hos-

says McHardy. "My students

pital and police station to

have used the YR-reporter for

find additional information.

the past two semesters as an

Although the application

introductory exercise, and the

was originally designed for

results have been very positive."

Macintosh computers, it is also

15

available in a PC Windows for-

M

YR-reporter has several
important educational features

Teaa:hing lieneratian Y haw
ta write TU news

and requires critical thinking
from

students.

McHardy

explains, "The simulation provides the necessary story facts

Thomas McHardy, a pro-

allows students to maneuver

in a manner that requires stu-

fessor in the School of Media

around a 360-degree scene of

dents to explore the scene

Arts and Design, is changing

a criminal assault. Students

thoroughly, since no single

the way that broadcast jour-

investigate, interview individ-

character provides all the per-

nalism is being taught. Mc-

uals, take notes on an onscreen

tinent information required

Hardy's DVD-ROM applica-

notebook and capture B-roll

to tell an accurate news story.

tion, YR-reporter, has received

footage. After completing the

The simulation is based on a

mat. McHardy has received

0
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inquiries from professors at

E
L

other colleges and universities about purchasing the
program for their courses in
electronic news gathering. VRreporter is published by First
Light Video Publishing (a
TMW Media Group division),
which plans to make the program available to other colleges and universities.

two awards from the Broad-

investigation and follow-up

story that has not been covered

cast Educational Association's

interviews, students save notes

by any other media organiza-

Faculty Interactive Multime-

and a tape log of interview

tion, and this prohibits sim-

interactive, instructional pro-

YR-reporter is the second

dia Composition contest. He

and B-roll footage to disk.

ple paraphrasing. The students

gram McHardy has created.

earned the Best in Show

Using the accompanying video

have to think for themselves."

Last year he received similar

award and first place in the

and a nonlinear editing sys-

Not all the information

recognition for a program

instructive form category. VR-

tem, students then write a

needed for the story is easily

used to teach students televi-

reporter was also featured on

story, record voice-overs and

obtained. Students have to

sion frame composition, and

MacCentral Online magazine

edit a complete news package.

make follow-up calls and deal

he is working on an applica-

in February.

The application includes more

with witnesses and police

tion to teach how to direct a
television show. ,,,.

YR-reporter is an interac-

than 60 video clips of inter-

who are not always coopera-

tive simulation program that

view questions and B-roll

tive. Of the three uniformed

-

Sarah Jones ('01)
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Students help area senior
adults get health-minded

------I

Jo, a spry woman in brightblue jogging pants, sends a
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train them to apply health

and well-being theory, to

volleyball sailing over the net.

reduce age stereotypes, to pro-

She wears a pair of flowered

mote community and to teach

gloves because she says the

them about the history and

ball hurts her hands. As team-

cultures of the Shenandoah

mates and spectators cheer

Valley through interaction

over the Salsa music coming

with area adults."

from a corner of the recre-

JMU's AHDP activities

ation room, Jo's opponents

include craft and art sessions,

scramble for the ball.

country line dancing, ball-

Nine Saturday mornings

room dancing, guest speakers,

each semester, JMU students

scavenger hunts, make-your-

and community adults (55

own-rules volleyball, strength

and older) pair up in God-

exercises and yoga.

win Hall to participate in the

Health science professor

university's Adult Health and

Dave Cockley and Wakefield

Development Program. The

started JMU's program in

focus on administrative tasks.

outreach program provides

1999 after training with the

Senior staffers help coordi-

the adults, called partici-

University of Maryland and

nate and supervise weekly
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Sophomore nursing major and Adult Health and Development Program
staffer Amy Loflin works with Paul to strengthen his eye-hand coordination via a colorful frame of bowling.

pants, companionship and

its model 27-year-old pro-

activities and have more influ-

health benefits, while giving

gram. There are 20 programs

ence in designing each semes-

health and human services

nationwide. JMU's program

ter's overall program.

students, called staffers, hands-

began with 10 staffers and five

on social work experience.
Social work professor Mar-

"The progress of the

participants. Today, the pro-

program is dependent upon

gram has grown to five senior

the passion of the students;'

ilyn Wakefield, who directs

staffers, 20 staffers and 16

says Santa Ana. "Our program

the intergenerational program,

community

participants,

has grown immensely each

says, ''AHPD is an individual-

ranging in age from 59 to 78.

semester, faster than many

ized program designed to

Senior staffer Coleen Santa

other similar programs across

meet participants' physical fit-

Ana was one of the first stu-

ness and health knowledge

dents involved in the pro-

the country."
Senior Melissa Honig, who

needs. The program also

gram. For senior staffers there

has been involved in AHDP

allows us to educate students

is less emphasis on the one-

for four semesters, agrees.

about the process of aging, to

on-one interaction and more

"The number of participants

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

has nearly doubled in less
than a year. Although some
members participate in only
one program, others come
back every semester. I've made
some lasting friendships."
''AHDP bridges the gap
between JMU students and
the Harrisonburg community," says sophomore Amy
Loflin. "We disprove age
stereotypes each week, both
from the staffers' and participants' viewpoints."

--------

....
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The program emphasizes

cl ude volleyball, scavenger

tions, which have confused

relationship; there's a real sense

developing a relationship

hunts and a guest speaker. But

some participants. And early

of 'we're in this together."'

between students and partic-

Paul is more interested in play-

Saturday morning sessions are

Besides the friendship

ipants, Wakefield says. "The

ing with a plastic bowling set

challenging to some students:'

bonds, students also gain an

students and adults work and

in the hallway. "You're going

learn together. The students

to make me work hard today,

are there to encourage par-

aren't you?" Bosdell asks Paul.

ticipants to get into a healthy

Paul knocks down all of

mindset," she says. "It's a

the pins and gives Bosdell an

mutual relationship -

not

enthusiastic high-five. But

Paul, a special-needs adult,

brightly colored pins and

one-directional."
arrives one Saturday morning and everyone greets him

he soon loses interest in the
begins asking about lunch.
"Working with Paul has

cheerfully. He wanders around

required more supervision,

the recreation room and cuts

energy and patience;' Loflin

right through the middle of

says. "His attention span isn't

a volleyball game. Realizing

as long as other participants',

what he's done, he erupts into

so we've had to be more flex-

hearty giggles and soon his in-

ible with planned activities."

fectious laugh spreads. Sopho-

Students in the program

more staffer Jeremy Bosdell,

must attend regular Saturday

says, "I love making Paul laugh.

sessions, lead one supervised

It feels really good to know

activity, keep in weekly con-

Carole Paulett, a repeat client, does flexibility exercises with Beverlee Kline.
Paulett works for JMU's dining services and is completing her bachelor's in
independent studies. She says, "These students are genuinely interested in helping us get healthier and in learning from us - just what you expect at JMU."

tact with their participants and

"Waking up at 7 a.m. on

Loflin says working with

write two papers. The first is

a Saturday morning can be

Paul has disproved her per-

a brief history of the student's

difficult;' explains Santa Ana,

sonal misconceptions about

partner participant, and the

"but once I'm in class and the

disabilities. "He is an amaz-

second is an assessment of the

day begins, I have no regrets."

that he enjoys the program."

ing man," she says. "I have

skills that the student uses

Wakefield says it is inter-

a better understanding and

during weekly interactions

esting to see how relationships

respect now for people with

with each participant.

disabilities, and I've learned

Since AHDP is relatively

between those in the program
change during the semester.

new, there are still some kinks

"Not every staffer and par-

The planned activities for

to fix, Honig says, including

ticipant become friends, but

this particular Saturday in-

"some campus parking situa-

more about myself."

many do;' Wakefield explains.
"They view each other as
partners. When a participant
arrives for a Saturday session,
they immediatley start looking for their student partner.

l_

I
I
I
I
I
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-------They are protective of that

appreciation for everyday capabilities that many people take
for granted.
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Santa Ana says the most

M
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important aspect of the pro-

E
R

gram is the "community out-

2
0

reach and interaction with the

0
1

adults. It is an opportunity to
break down barriers between
generations. I now know the
incredible difference we can
make by sharing ourselves
with each other."
Read more about the Adult
Health Development Program
<www.jmu.edu/socwork/ahdp
/descrip.htm>. M

- Kristen Petro ('O I)

Social work professor and AHDP director Marilyn Wakefield goes over program activities and administrative tasks with senior staffers, Shannon
Danish, Coleen Santa Ana and Adrienne Williams.

'( H"

Write
On!
Student writers
win JfflU and
national honors
Student writers at JMU

I,

ested her since high school.
Since alternative medicines

and incisive development of

and therapies have gained

ideas expressed in clear,

more attention in recent years,

was named assis-

inventive, compelling voices.

Santa Ana sought to develop

tant vice president

The journal welcomes readers

a framework for hospitals and

for corporate and

<www.jmu.edu/ evision>.

insurance companies who are

foundation relations for the

Santa Ana makes
it five JfflU national
essay wins in raw

considering making these new

Office of Development, and
Steve Smith ('71) was named

the public.

capital gifts officer.

tor of JMU's Health Services

the "write stuff" this year -

include planning and imple-

Administration Program, says,

through the first freshman on-

menting programs to enhance

"Coleen's paper is a timely and

line journal, in a national essay

support from corporations

informative discussion of

and foundations. She has

complementary and alterna-

more than 20 years experi-

versity's first academic writ-

including

ence m fund raising and

acupuncture, yoga and relax-

tive medicine -

nonprofit management, most

ation therapies -
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recently serving as associate
director of Hampton Univer-

accepted by consumers and

sity's $200 million

health-care providers."

paign. She previously lived in

cam-

Pittsburgh, where she headed

her essay will be published in

the United Way of Allegheny

health science major from

the Journal of Health Care

County and was program

in the writing program cre-

Virginia Beach, won first place

Management. JMU's health

manager

ated a new online journal,

in the 2001 national Hill-Rom

science department was also

Cerebral Palsy Association.

e- Vision, to feature exceptional

Management Essay Competi-

awarded $1,000 for submitting

Smith returns to

tion. Santa Ana's win marked

the winning essay.

JMU after most

Winning scribes
showcased anline

the staff of Com-

c'je,

"c-C"

1's"'

s A-om the fl/\\n"'

Professors and students

I

N

and how

these programs are becoming

Santa Ana won $3,000, and

'r,.

M
A
D

Wilson's responsibilities

have proven that they have

ing competition.

A

Iris Allen Wilson

health programs available to
Jon M. Thompson, direc-

competition and in the uni-

M

Fund-raisers iain
deuelapment affite

tors rated the essays on the
basis of logical, thoughtful

essays written by students in
first-year writing classes.
"The online journal is one
of about 10 similar Web sites

Coleen Santa Ana, a senior

the fifth year in a row that a
JMU student has penned the
winning essay.

for

the

United

recently serving
puter Management Develop-

nationwide;' says Helen Storey,

Her composition, "The

The College of Arts and

ment Services. At CMDS he

faculty editor and e- Vision

Adoption of Complementary

Letters sponsored the first uni-

volunteered as the 2000 cam-

adviser. "The introductory

and Alternative Medicine in

versitywide academic writing

paign director for the Harri-

writing classes teach writing

Hospitals; A Framework for

contest during spring semes-

sonburg-Rockingham County

as a process; and students are

Decision-Making," took top

ter and received an unex-

United Way, which raised over

encouraged to compose essays,

honors over entries submit-

pected 300 entries. The con-

$1.5 million.

in which they learn to flex

ted by undergraduate health

test was tailored for under-

Smith served the JMU

their voices, style and grow-

services administration pro-

graduate and graduate stu-

Office of Admissions from

ing skills in argumentation."

grams throughout the coun-

dents and showcased writing

1971 to 1985 and was director

Eight entries were selected

try. Santa Ana's essay exam-

from all disciplines. Read the

of Alumni Services from 1985

for the journal from the 120

ines the practice of alternative

winning essays <http://cal.jmu.

essays submitted during the

medicines and therapy pro-

edu/writeon/welcome.htm>.M

academic year. Student edi-

grams, subjects that have inter-

-Marisa Domenech ('OJ)

to 1990. From 1990 to 1995,
he was director of development for Bridgewater College.M

-,: H"

Sarah Janes a,ts an women's rights
Art can be a powerful

to eight women waiting to

communication tool, as Sarah

speak

Jones, an African American

Nations General Assembly.

before

the

United

poet, activist and playwright,

Jones took on the role of each

proves with her one-woman

woman by changing her voice

show, Women Can't Wait ...

and posture and adjusting

for Equality Now. The poet

her scarf to represent differ-

performed at JMU during

ent national fashions. In an

April as part of the univer-

emotionally charged mono-

sity's celebration of Arts Week.

logue, Jones portrayed a Jor-

Jones' show was commis-

danian woman whose sister

sioned by Equality Now as

had

part of its international cam-

brother in an "honor killing,"

paign against discrimination
laws. "Jones really translates
feminist theory and politics
into an accessible and compelling art form;' says Suzanne
Bost, English professor and
faculty adviser for Sister Speak,
JMU's feminist journal. Six
campus organizations joined
Sister Speak, the University
Program Board and the Black
Student Alliance in sponsoring the show.
More than 150 students,
faculty members and guests

been

killed
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a legal right afforded to men

L

by Article 340 of Jordan's

I

E
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Penal Code to curb dishon-

s
u

orable acts. Jones continued

M
M

to emphasize the horrific

E
R

nature of other social injus-

2
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tices with stories about marital rape and female genital
mutilation. "Not even the
United States;' she says, "is free
from social problems and acts

tion dedicated to improving

in and endorse the misogynist

of violence against women."

the civil, political, economic

stereotypes of women as sex-

Jones' "vibrant character-

and social rights of women."

ual objects in artistic media.

izations struck chords in our

Prior to her performance,

Bost praised the perform-

gathered to listen to Jones

hearts;' says senior English

Jones met with 25 students to

ance, saying, "I loved Jones'

speak about women around

major Jeanine Minge.

discuss the role of activism

energy, enthusiasm and her

the world who suffer under

"It was exciting to see so

in art. She spoke about how

commitment to talking to

governments and laws that

many young people, almost

to "stay true to personal ethics

students. She wrote in my

violate their human rights.

half of them men;' Bost

and not compromise them

copy of her book, 'What can

adds, "walking away with

for cash, which often comes

I say? I am so moved by the

brochures for Equality Now,

with fame:' She openly criti-

energy on this campus."'

the international organiza-

cized women who participate

In her first monologue,
Jones launched into the role
of a woman giving a pep talk

M

-Marisa Domenech ('OJ)
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Professor interpreted
U-2 photos during
19&2 missile crisis

lieved provocative fligh ts
over the Soviet airspace could

could send out planes to any

be construed as an act of war,

part of their country, any

he insisted that a civilian

time we wanted, and do pretty

rather than a military agency

much anything we wanted,"

administer the program.

says Gustafson. "Khrushchev

"I think we could have

began an arms race to ensure

survived without the U-2 pro-

that the U.S.S.R had the mili-

gram, but the risk would have

tary power to avoid all such

been enormously greater,"

embarrassment in the future,

Gustafson says. "It gave us eyes

which in turn, led us to spend

behind the Iron Curtain and

Geography professor Glen

secretary of defense and CIA

too much of our national

allowed us to make some de-

C. Gustafson had a vested

briefers using aerial photo-

income on weapons and weap-

cisions that we could not have
made otherwise."

interest m rushing to the

graphy with which I was famil-

ons systems. The U-2 helped

movie theater to see last fall's

iar. Everyone was, of course,

win the Cold War, but victory
came at an enormous price."

political thriller Thirteen Days,

on the highest level of alert-

which dramatizes the 1962

ness, and the experience was

Cuban Missile Crisis. Gustaf-

intensely energizing."

son not only lived through
20

"The Russians were extremely embarrassed that we

While stationed in Texas,

Although Gustafson's work

For example, he explains,
when the American public
clamored for President Eisen-

was performed for the U.S. Air

hower to engage in a massive

Force, the U-2 officially oper-

arms buildup because of the

the crisis with the rest of the

Gustafson helped interpret U-2

ated under the auspices of the

Soviets' much-touted superi-

nation, he was an eyewitness.

photographs of Soviet missiles

CIA. President Dwight Eisen-

ority in bomber and missile

From 1962 to 1966, Gustaf-

being readied for launchpad

hower approved the program

numbers, Eisenhower confi-

M
E

son was a young U.S. Air Force

installation in Cuba. The re-

in 1954, but because he be-

dently resisted.

M

airman 3rd class interpreter

duced time it would take for

of photographs taken from

the missiles to reach the United
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high-flying surveillance planes.

States from Cuba instead of

In 1962 he was stationed at

the Soviet Union increased

a Strategic Air Command

the threat to America's nuclear

bomber wing in Texas and

defenses. But the Cuban mis-

was part of the U.S. intelli-

sile crisis ended after 13 days

gence community that inter-

when Soviet premier Nikita

preted U-2 spy-plane photo-

Khrushchev agreed to remove

graphs showing the Soviet

the Soviet missiles from the

missile buildup in Cuba. He

island nation just 90 miles

had a front-row seat to the

south of Florida.

ever-increasing tensions and
threat of nuclear war.
"The October 1962 stand-

Gustafson also served in
Europe, where he examined
and interpreted U-2 and satel-

off between the United States

lite reconnaissance photos. He

and the Soviet Union was

said the U-2 program forced

one of the most memorable

the Russians to escalate the

events in my life;' says Gustaf-

arms race - much as the 1957

son. "There I was, three or

launch of the Soviet satellite

four months out of intelli-

Sputnik led the United States

The U-2 remains essential, even after the Cold War, to detect threats f rom
terrorists, says Glen Gustafson, examining aerial recon photos.

gence school, watching the

to step up the space race.

Photos courtesy of the Daily News-Record/Michael Reilly.

"He knew there was no
bomber or missile gap;' says
Gustafson . "The U-2, flying
over Russia at 70,000 feet, had
provided him with irrefutable
photographic evidence that
the Soviets had nowhere near
the planes or missiles they
claimed to have."
Gustafson believes the collapse of the Soviet Union has
not diminished America's need
for the U-2 program. Our enemies are no longer Russian
tank battalions, he says, but
individuals with rocket launchers operating out of remote
locations around the globe.
"You've got to look at a lot
more places and you've got to
have imagery that's a lot bet-

I Wardy PIIII al lrt

ter," he explains. "The U-2 is
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superior to a satellite because

A "wordy" piece of art on the lawn outside

newspapers in a Denmark forest and a project

a satellite can't loiter over an

Duke Hall has taken recycling to the extreme.

of 40,000 clay flowerpots in Russia. 'Tm very

area. One pass and a satellite

Artist Steven Siegel (above) enlisted the help of 120

interested in what we do with natural resources;'

E

is gone. We still need the U-2,

JMU students in March to create the outdoor

he says, "but I'm not a message guy. Your art has

E
R

and as of right now, the U-2

sculpture, which includes 30,000 newspapers.

to hold up on its own."

is serving us well."

Siegel and the students constructed the sculp-
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Siegel's JMU piece may hold up for five years.
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The U-2 is scheduled to

ture in three days. The finished product is 11 feet

The newspapers will soon yellow and then whiten.

remain in the Air Force inven-

tall, 10 feet across at its widest section and nearly

And later, spots where the papers held moisture

2
D
D

tory until 2020, Gustafson says.

11 feet in diameter at the top, where students

will darken. "I like to watch the sculptures decay;'

Nearly 40 years after the

packed a foot of soil planted with wispy dianthus.

Siegel says. "If you study anything in nature, you

missile crisis Gustafson works

The project includes five tons of stacked news-

find that permanence is a relative thing:'

in three-dimensional digital

papers hammered together around

computer mapping. "When

a wood frame and made stable

people think of geography,

with chicken wire.

they think of something quite
different than the occupation

The Red Hook, N.Y.,

The sculpture is part of the university's outdoor invitational,
in which four artworks
are rotated biannually.

artist has traveled the

Cyndi Gusler, a gradu-

of being a geographer. We are

globe for 12 years con-

ate student who coor-

no longer people who name

structing 20 such out-

dinated the project,

all the capitals and crops of

door sculptures of

says, "Many people

countries. We have specific

n ewspapers, wood,

have noted that the

skills to solve everyday prob-

juice cartons and shred-

sculpture resembles

lems that cities or govern -

ded tires. His artwork

some of JMU's old

ments or companies have.~

- Charles Culbertson

using recyclable mate-

bluestone buildings. It

rials includes a work of

translates perfectly here:~
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Edited by Robin L. Teske and Mary Ann Tetreault
ISBN': 1570033315

Movements, Community, and Power,

_
-·-'""_... .....

Mona L. Coffman, profes-

The James Madison Uni-

University of South Carolina Press, 2000

EMINIST APPROACHES to Social

In memoriam

AthletiEs Elaser ta
Title IH EamplianEe

Feminist Approaches to Social Movements,
Community, and Power, Volume One: Conscious
Acts and the Politics of Social Change

versity Board of Visitors agreed

Feb. 27, 2001. She earned her

this spring to a recommen-

bachelor's degree from N'ebra-

dation from the university

ska State Teachers College

administration to continue

and helped establish Madison's

offering all 28 intercollegiate

business department in 1936.

sports that are now available

She introduced data process-

at the university.

ing classes to the department

~

Volume One: Conscious Acts and the Politics of

sor emerita of business, died

Social Change is a collection of 15 essays

This action also created

in 1964 and retired in 1972.

focusing on human rights, the feminist move-

a reallocation of resources

She was a member of the Har-

ment and social activism. The diverse essays argue against

among sports programs that

risonburg Woman's Club and

the common socio-cultural idea that "feminists represent

will bring JMU closer to Title

the Rockingham Memorial

socially deviant outsiders." The book features stories and

IX guidelines and will provide

Hospital Auxiliary.

descriptions of women from around the world, and their

needed funding to upgrade

intimate perceptions of feminism, human rights, oppres-

the

department's

emerita of education, died

sion and discrimination.

academic support and sports

June 5, 2001. She retired in

The essays also examine feminism through the positive

athletics

F. Rita Kaslow, a professor

1989 after teaching at JMU

medicine programs.

and negative effects it has had on social change. Spike Peter-

for 21 years. The writer of sev-

Under the board action, all

son, from the University of Arizona, says that Conscious Acts

28 teams will have their oper-

eral children's books, Kaslow
held state and regional posi-

22

and the Politics of Social Change is "written with courage

ations funded by the univer-
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and clarity and will inspire many, irritate some, and educate

sity. Thirteen teams will receive

tions in the Virginia Reading

all of us about women's actual experiences of power, politics,

the N'CAA's maximum num-

Association and the N'ational

and social change:'
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ber of scholarships from JMU,

Council of Teachers of Eng-

Teske, a professor of political science, specializes in courses

and 15 will utilize private

lish. She also served as presi-

on international law and organizations, international rela-

funding for any scholarships.

dent of the Academic Associ-

The university's recom-

ation of University Professors.

mendation is consistent with

J. Lynn Miller, professor

tions and U.S. foreign policy. She has also written books on
human rights and international relations theory.
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Excellence
James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the following
donors for making a difference at ]MU. Between Aug. 16, 2000, and April 11,
2001, these friends made charitable gifts of $25,000 or more. Their contributions help ]MU increase its margin of excellence in higher education.
Alvin V. Baird Jr.
2000 Charitable Lead
Annuity Trust
Richmond, Va.
Alvin V. Baird Attention
Learning Disabilities Center
II

Marcella R. Dunlop
Chevy Chase, Md.
Marcella Richardson
Dunlop Scholarship

Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation
Atlanta, Ga.
Lettie Pate Whitehead Scholarship
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Fair Lakes, Va .
PricewaterhouseCoopers Donald
F. Caputo Memorial Professorship
The TOWN Foundation
Norfolk, Va.
Sarah Lanier Tabb Oliver
Memorial Scholarship

JMU's goal of providing a

of physics, died May 16, 2001.

"comprehensive and compet-

She joined the faculty in 1998.

itive" intercollegiate program,

She was most recently work-

says JMU Athletics Director

ing with students to construct

Jeff Bourne.

equipment to be used in a

Ultimately, athletics schol-

high-energy physics experi-

arships awarded at JMU will

ment at the U.S. Department

be almost equal for men and

of Energy's Fermi N'ational

women student-athletes -

51

Accelerator Lab in Illinois.

percent for men and 49 per-

Miller earned her master's and

cent for women. Total partic-

doctoral degree from Indiana

ipation rates for men and

University. A member of the

women in both scholarship

American Astronomical Soci-

and non-scholarship programs

ety, Miller was in the process

would be virtually even -

of developing the astronomy

50.6 percent for men and 49.4

minor for JMU's College of

percent for women.~

Science and Mathematics. M
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keep playing ... and playing
... and playing

Shanna Price takes it to the net under double coverage by VCU players. Price
was named to the WNIT all-tournament team after averaging 17.3 points
and 7.5 rebounds in four WNIT matches. The 2001 season also marked the
350th overall career win for Dukes coach Bud Childers.

66-62 victory over JMU, tak-

conference winning streak for

ing the title for the 10th con-

the Southeastern Conference

secutive season. That victory

members. "We were ready to

sent the Monarchs to the

play from the tip-off; I could

NCAA tournament and left

see it in our eyes;' says Childers.

the Dukes waiting for a hoped-

In semifinal action, Ohio

for bid to the WNIT. Taking

State defeated the Dukes 74-

the sting out of the loss was

65 as Buckeye point guard

the fact that JMU did receive

Jamie Lewis scored 20 points,

an invitation to the 32-team

handed out an Ohio State-

WNIT. And during the regu-

record 17 assists and tied for

lar season, the Dukes defeated

game honors with seven

ODU 49-48 in a game that

rebounds. More than 3,500

aired on regional TV and

fans watched the game at

ended a 113-game, six-year-

OSU on March 25. "It was a

long ODU win streak against

hard-fought, intense game

CAA teams. The feat was high-

worthy of a Final Four type

lighted on ESPN's Season in

game," says Childers. "We felt

Review awards show.

like we had a good plan. Our

Balance was a key to the

goal was to try to stay in there

Dukes' success all season, and

and steal it at the end like we

it was the case again as JMU

had so many times this year."
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beat Georgetown 78-74 before

JMU's Shanna Price was
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1,288 fans in a March 17 sec-

named to the WNIT all-tour-

ond-round game at the Con-

nament team after the sopho-

vocation Center. Four Dukes

more forward from Danville,

scored in double figures in a

Va., averaged 17.3 points and

game that had 18 lead changes

7.5 rebounds and shot 52.6

and nine ties.

percent from the floor and

"There was a lot of heart,

80 percent from the foul line

a lot of hustle and a lot of peo-

in four WNIT games. The

ple stepping up and making

WNIT tournament MVP was

plays all season," says coach

Ohio State's Lewis, who led

Childers. ''I'm proud of our

the Buckeyes to a 62-61 cham-

team. We find ways to hang

pionship win at New Mexico.

in there, and our players just

Along with a semifinal

March Madness had a dis-

before bowing out to eventual

tinct Virginia flavor in 2001

WNIT champion Ohio State.

make plays when they need

WNIT finish, the Dukes had a

women's basketball action.

The Dukes finished 12-4

to. We won 10 of 14 games

season of milestones, including

Six Colonial Athletic Associ-

in conference action before

decided by seven or fewer

a ninth CAA championship

ation basketball teams and 10

their WNIT semifinal finale;

points this season."

appearance and a 23-10 overall

teams from Virginia schools

and coach Bud Childers

In quarterfinal WNIT

record. The team set a host of

advanced to postseason play.

received the Virginia Sports

action, JMU pulled off a last-

school records, including most

It was the Dukes, however,

Information Directors Coach

second 63-61 win over Mis-

games played and a 10th 20-

who kept playing, and play-

of the Year award.

sissippi State with Jess Cichow-

win season. Nadine Morgan

ing and playing, advancing to

In the CAA tournament

icz's lay-up with 1.3 seconds

and Allyson Keener earned

the Women's National Invita-

title game, the Old Dominion

left on the clock. The victory

CAA All-Tournament honors. M

tion Tournament semifinals

Monarchs won a hard-fought

ended a 24-game home non-

- Milla Sue Wisecarver
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ARMED WITH THE WORLD'S FIRST DOCTORATE IN ASSESSMENT AND MEASUREMENT, ROBIN ANDERSON
has the job market at her feet. "Part of my job search is going to be narrowing the type of work Ido because I believe
I am prepared for such a variety of different disciplines," Anderson says. "I'm excited and at the same time
slightly overwhelmed by all the possibilities. What all these possibilities have in common is the
need to meet the growing cry of "show me" from consumers, taxpayers, legislators, elected officials,
boards, overseers - all of whom supply funding in exchange for the delivery of goods and
services. "Today everyone expects to know what they're getting for their money," says Dary
Erwin. renowned leader in the assessment field and director of JMU's Center for Assessment and Research Studies. "When we shop at the grocery store, isn't it helpful to
read the breakdown of ingredients, nutrients. calories, sugar and fat content?

f

r

We wouldn't dream of buying food products without checking that nutrition
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label on the back of the package." That attitude now extends
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into the public arena, Erwin explains. Legislatures used
to take it on good faith and a handshake that the
public agencies they funded were doing what
they said they were doing. "Today, money
is tight, competition for funding
is fierce and legislators, like
the taxpayers who elected
them, are demanding

accountability.
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'PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW WHAT THE
VALUE OF COLLEGE IS, WHAT THEY

ANDERSON'S DOCTOR OF psychol-

Ultimately, Anderson's mission will be

ogy degree in assessment and measurement

to show that her future employer - whether

prepares her to show objective proof of the

a college or a social service agency or a cor-

ARE PAYING FOR, WANT TO

quality and effectiveness of programs that

poration -

UNDERSTAND WHERE THE

have traditionally been difficult to measure.

goods it promised.

MONEY GOES," ERWIN

The field of assessment is about producing

It has not been done quite like this

the evidence to affirm claims of the benefits

before. A solid base of psychology courses

and values of a service, program or product.

separates JMU's assessment and measure-

The doctoral graduate's expertise reaches

ment program, which began in 1998, from

SAYS. "AND THAT
WOULD INCLUDE
ELECTED

into the heart of higher education too.

is, in fact, delivering on the

traditional measurement programs. When

"People want to know what the value

assessing and measuring the effectiveness

of college is, what they are paying for, want

of a program, Erwin explains, "We are deal-

to understand where the money goes;' Erwin

ing with people, and so we need to know

says, "and that would include elected officials.

what's going on behind the scenes with

"We can no longer just say, 'Yes, we

people as much as we can." Through courses
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produce people who have better interper-

in statistics, psychology, public policy and

J
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sonal communication skills,' for instance.

communication, JMU's program charts new
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Anderson says her doctoral trek has been a
family affair. Four-year-old daughter. Cassidy.
has been her biggest fan. "I would get off the
computer after working on my dissertation.
and she would get on the computer and work
on hers. She ·sgoing to skip right to her dissertation. then go back and pick up kindergarten.
Of course it's all gibberish. but she would sit
at the computer and work away."By the time
Cassidy gets to college for real. Anderson
expects assessment and measurement professionals will be everywhere.

We have to bring some evidence to the

territory by taking a comprehensive look at

table that says, 'This is where our people

both the test and the test-taker, Erwin says.

are getting it, and these numbers show

"In traditional measurement programs,

that,'' Erwin says.

people are given the tools but do not know

"Legislators in statehouses everywhere

the whys, the reasons behind how people

are now saying to us, the same as they do

think,'' Erwin says. "In policy programs,

with every other entity, 'Show us. Give us

they are given the whys, but do not know

appening.'

how to do the measuring. What makes our

rginia and

program different is that we are teaching

f the other

our students how to design tools to measure subject-matter knowledge, and then

also how to pay attention to and measure
how people think and learn;' Erwin says.
It was the right combination for Anderson. "What attracted me to the program
was the combination of the examinee and
the exam;' the doctoral graduate says. "My
primary area of interest when it comes to
research is the psychology of the examinee .
. . . And that's where the psychology courses
come in so handy- cognitive, social, developmental -

because our professors want

you to understand the human beings that
you are assessing.
Anderson continues, "I think to be a
good assessment person you need to be a
strong technician. You need to be good at
the measurement piece, and that's one part

JMU'sprogram combines traditional measurement with psychology, says Steve Wise. graduate program coordinator {left), and Dary Erwin. director of the Center of Assessment and Research Studies.
in Ashby Computing Lab, where doctoral students create and test tests and assess test-takers.
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demand for accountability. In this day when

Erwin's assessment and measurement experts

distance learning is hot and research is just

and other campus oversight operations, has

a mouse click away, people are asking, "Why

made accountability part of the JMU culture.
Anderson, who put her knowledge into
practice at nearby Bridgewater College for

I like about the program. It gives you that

graduate

her doctoral internship, is sure that she and

strong technical piece in measurement, but

can provide

the applied assessment and measurement
professionals who follow her through JMU's

it was always how it related to the assessment situation and to the students."
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traditional colleges.

doctoral program will be the pioneers who
will meet the public's increasing demand

This novel mix puts Anderson at the
forefront as the world's first graduate in

the challenge. Two years ago, one of Lin-

this field. Others will follow soon, however,

wood Rose's first moves as JMU's new pres-

"I can show employers that I know

as people realize they have no choice but to

ident was to create the Division of Institu-

how to generate results, not just that I have

show their own effectiveness.

tional Effectiveness to monitor the use of

read about that or that I have taken tests

For years, Erwin has been beating the

resources and provide evidence that JMU is

about it;' she says. "We come out of this pro-

warning drum about the trend toward the

meeting its goals. The division, which includes

gram knowing how to do things." +

for greater accountability.
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One foot
in the road
leads to a
career in
the world's
hot spots
Story by Kara S. Carpenter ('DO)
Design by Leah M. Bailey ('DO)
Photos by Michael Rothbart

When Judy Moon ('77) was 2, her parents piled their four children into the family station wagon for
the 2,700-mile trek from Washington, D.C., to Los Angeles to visit her mom's twin sister. Soon after came
18-hour trips to Birmingham, Ala., to visit her father's mother. "Off we would go [on Thursday] right after

29

school, says Moon, "and on Friday morning when my grandmom went out to get the paper she'd find us
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all snoozing in her driveway."

E

Moon has had "one foot in the road" ever since.

I

As she was growing up, collecting brochures and requesting information on foreign countries from the

R

government, Moon dreamt of more exotic destinations. During her sophomore year at Madison College
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she managed a winter break study trip to the Soviet Union with Russian and French professor Elizabeth
Neatrour. After graduating with a major in foreign languages and literatures in 1977, Moon traveled in
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Europe and Great Britain twice, took a road trip across the United States and then began her graduate
studies on scholarship at the Pushkin Institute at Moscow State University.
Moon has focused that wanderlust, along with a facility with languages, into a career in the Foreign
Service, which has taken her around the world and landed her in some of the globe's hot spots.
Moon just finished an assignment as the press and information officer and official spokeswoman for the
U.S. Embassy in Kazakhstan, the second largest of the former Soviet republics. For almost a decade, the

On the weekends, U.S. press
attache Judy Moon and her
children, Thomas, on foot, and
Ella, in backpack, head out for
some mountain hiking. At
work in the U.S. Information
Office in Almaty, Kazakhstan,
Moon need only look out of the
window to glimpse these
Zailisky Alatau Mountains, a
branch of the Himalayas.

L

E

country has been making strides toward democracy and a market economy. "It is a country creating itself
anew, looking at the West for some help, but designing its own plan;' says Moon, who works through the
U.S. Department of State.
When Kazakhstan gained its independence after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1992, the new country
plunged into political, social and economic chaos. "The sudden loss of communism as both an economic and a
political system meant that the so-called 'safety nets' disappeared before anything had been created to take their
places;' says Moon. In fact, many people are worse off now than they were under the Soviet systems, she says.

The U.S. government has been work-

In fact, she adds, the fairness of

ing to help the government of Kazakhstan

recent elections in Kazakhstan fell far

establish programs to alleviate its problems,

short of international standards, reveal-

and the Kazakhstanis are eager to learn,

ing that the country is still grappling with

but not ready to buy everything "whole-

its past. "There is some feeling that the

sale;' says Moon. "This healthy skepticism,

'old' powers will have to die before

this willingness to undertake critical think-

reform can really take hold;' says Moon.

ing, is what often sets members of the
younger generation apart from the old.

"Some Kazakhstanis are not surprised
by these events and claim that many people

"These places in the former Soviet

hanker for a strong leader, the kind they

Union are starting from ground zero, in

had during Soviet times;' she says. "They

many cases;' Moon continues. "The process

fall into the trap of believing that one

of building democratic institutions will

man has all the answers. It is a mentality

take much longer than the nine short

that will not fade quickly, and we fool

years of independence."

ourselves if we think it will."

While serving as the embassy's official spokeswoman,

30
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Moon, who speaks Russian, French and

reform measures and agricultural assis-

Indonesian, was also responsible for pro-

tance programs passed in the 1930s under

viding the Kazakhstani government and

Roosevelt's New Deal program," says

public with information on anything even

Moon. "We spend a considerable amount

u

remotely connected with the United States.

of time explaining the U.S., its policies,

I

"Recently the parliament has been

people and government;' she says. "Hav-

drafting new laws on agricultural reform

ing been cut off in many ways from the

and came to us for information on the

outside world for more than 70 years,

A constant bright spot in Moon's job is

there are many information gulfs between

the variety of people she has met and with

our two peoples."

whom she has worked. "I have been fortu-
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At her office with the U.S. Information
Service in Kazakhstan, Moon speaks on the
phone with a British Broadcasting Corp.
correspondent in Tashkent, Uzbekistan.

Moon's office helps to bridge these

nate to work alongside some truly talented

gaps by providing Internet access training,

people from around the world," she says.

disseminating information and facilitating

"My local staff colleagues have been great

discussions. Moon's office also works with

teachers and invariably patient to the

local journalists and independent media

'new' American who has been dropped in

outlets to improve their professionalism

on them to manage the office and direct

and management practices. "We believe

policies and programs. They have broad-

that a free, independent and responsible

ened my mind and enhanced my life."

media is crucial to the development of
democratic institutions;' she says.

Yet because of the work they have
undertaken to promote American ideas,

many of these friends have put them-

colleagues into direct conflict with local

Cameroon in 1986. Five-year-old Thomas,

selves in grave danger. "One of our local

government policies;' she says. "But we

adopted in Indonesia, and 2-year-old

employees here was severely beaten [in

believe that all peoples have the same basic

Ella, adopted last June in Kazakhstan,

1999] by 'unknown' assailants for reasons

human rights, and it is both necessary and

complete the family circle.

we believe were connected to his work in

appropriate for us to support those who

reporting on the opposition parties in the

share similar democratic beliefs."

runup to presidential elections in Kazakhstan;' Moon says.

Despite the intensity of her professional commitment, work isn't all-consum-

"It's a beautiful and fascinating part
of the world;' says Moon. "Much of Kazakhstan is 'virgin' territory for foreigners,
especially Westerners."

"[Foreign Service officers] oftentimes

ing for Moon. She spent her Kazakhstan

In fact, the country was both Genghis

work in places where our support for free

assignment in the capital of Almaty with

Khan's and Dostoevsky's stomping grounds

speech, open and democratic election,

her husband, Allan Browne, a New

and housed the former Soviet Union's most

transparent court processes, and other

Zealander she met while she served as

far-flung and secret outposts, she says. A

democratic institutions bring us and our

cultural attache at the U.S. Embassy in

branch of the Himalayas runs past Moon's

' t"

office window, and her apartment faces the

in building a relationship is 'the last three

famous Silk Road. "This is an outdoors-

feet; meaning face-to-face contact. This is

men's and -women's paradise," she says.

at the heart of public diplomacy ... bring-

Before Kazakhstan, Moon and her husband lived in Indonesia, where they adopted

I
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ing people together, and it's what I love
about my job."

e heart of public dipl

their son. It's a country where mounting

Despite her unforgettable experiences,

political, economic and social tensions have

Moon stresses that life in the Foreign Service

recently boiled over into widespread civil un-

is not glamorous and that assignments to

rest. In 1998, a widely supported democratic

remote parts of the world, without every-

election -

day American conveniences, are common.

the country's first -

initially

decreased the level of civil unrest, but there

"I know that many people have an

are problems throughout the country as the

image of diplomats as fat folks wearing a

nation struggles to establish democracy while

top hat and tails and attending cocktail

battling past demons of corruption and

parties and balls;' she says. "I don't mind

nepotism. In the wake of its vote for inde-

blowing that image to bits. Most diplomats

pendence in 1999, the former province of

work long hours in very cramped quarters

East Timor suffered violence at the hands

for average wages. Rarely do I see folks

of pro-Jakarta militia. A United Nations

leaving the embassy less than an hour after

peacekeeping and transition force was dis-

work has officially ended.

patched and is still in place.

"Most invitations are not to glittering

"Most people were happy about our

balls but to mundane speeches, meetings

support for democratic institutions," Moon

and receptions," she says. "The job brings

says. "Those who felt threatened by our

with it more and more often the real threat

support undoubtedly tried to undermine

of danger. Over the years, more ambassa -

it, though usually through attacks on Indo-

dors have been killed in the line of duty

nesian groups, and not directly at us."

than generals."

Yet, despite facing these challenges in

"Most Americans believe the U.S.

Indonesia and more recent challenges in

spends 15 to 30 percent of the national

standing and develop peaceful relations

Kazakhstan, Moon never forgets the ultimate

budget on foreign assistance;' she says. "In

than threats and bombs."

responsibility of her position. "I am a public

fact, less than one half of one percent of the

Despite Moon's naturalness and suc-

servant;' she says. "I take the responsibility

annual U.S. budget goes to foreign assis-

cess in her career, it took some stimulus for

of those five words very seriously. . ..

tance -

this is shameful for the world's

her to take that first step toward the For-

Edward R. Murrow [who headed the U.S.

richest and most powerful nation. . ..

Information Agency before his death in

Bringing people together in exchange pro-

"I had no idea what I wanted to

1965] said that the most important distance

grams does far more to combat misunder-

accomplish through the use of my foreign

eign Service.

"But I had taken a huge variety of under-

served as the catalyst for her career in the

graduate courses giving me a wealth of know-

Foreign Service.

ledge that I have used throughout my life.

''As I had often done in the past, I sought

... You never know where one thing that

her counsel on this rather. momentous

you learn will lead you."

change in my career and personal life;'

"

After Moon graduated, she began a /
graduate program in Moscow at the

Moon says. "Her advice was simple, and I
/
ha? passed it on to many others: 'You can

Pushkin Institute. "After a semester, ) /

only regret that which you don't aitempt."'

,,.

decided I needed a dose of reality," Moon

Moon became a Foreign Service officer

says. "I left and traveled through Europe

in the fall of 1984, joining what was then

and then spent four months driving /

the ~ S. Information Agency (it merged

around the U.S. I realized I had seen a lot of

with the Department of State in 1999 to

the rest of the world but knew little about

become the Office of Public Diplomacy).

tb

In 1986, she went to Cameroon on her first

my own people. The trip brought home

l

me the splendid variety of cultures and

foreign assignment. Lonely, overworked and

3

peoples who are America."

overwhelmed, however, she began to doubt

M
0

When she finally returned home,

E
l

Moon found that there were few jobs for

"I sent a letter of resignation to my

Russian speakers. "The many new immi-

personnel officer," she says. "It must have

1

gotten lost in the diplomatic mail or the

upper hand as native speakers;' she says.

personni;:1 officer had experience1 enough to

Moon spent five years with Dun & \ ignore it. I never heard a word and I haven't

before itching to trade in a good salary,

looked back since."
Neatrour ~ as right. Moon\ doesn't

good career prospects and comfortable life" " regret her decision to join the For; i n Serfor the uncertainty of the road. "I broke ou\
of a very comfortable shell;' she says. "I

I
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grants from the Soviet Union had the\

Bradstreet, a business information firm,
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her decision.

vioe, which takes

er next to Pretoria,

outh Africa, another ountry that is in the

Security guard Maxim Syssoyev and Moon

gave it up for the unknown life of a Foreign

greet one another at the entrance to the U.S.

Service officer. I didn't even know any For-

"My life is enriched;' she says. "I feel I

Embassy in Almaty, the former capital of

eign Service officers. I wasn't even sure

have been able to make real contributions in

Kazakhstan and today a city of 1.2 million.

what I might be doing. I only knew it was a

the countries in which) have lived . ... My

challenge I couldn't resist."

work is challenging and rewarding, each day

mi st of dramatip lly transforming itself.

language skills," she told an audience of

In fact, it was her continued relationship

new and different, [and] I have been blessed

students at JMU in the fall of 1999, as part

with her Russian and French professor at

with a terrific international family ... and

of the Distinguished Alumni Speaker series.

JMU, Elizabeth Neatrour, that ultimately

with friends from around the world." +
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Story by Margie Shetterly
Design by Kristen Malinchock ('OJ )
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)
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NURSES TAKE OVER CRITICAL NEED: PATIENTS' CASE MANAGEMENT.
YOU HAVE HAD HEART BYPASS SURGERY, AND FIVE DAYS LATER
YOU'RE SENT HOME. NOT NEAR ENOUGH TIME TO RECOVER?
GET USED TO IT. WITH MANAGED CARE'S EMPHASIS ON
COST CONTAINMENT, PREVENTATIVE CARE AND MORE
OUTPATIENT PROCEDURES, HOSPITAL STAYS ARE SHORT
AND GETTING EVEN SHORTER. SO WHO MAKES SURE
YOU GET THE CARE YOU NEED WHILE YOU RECUPERATE?
More and more often, it will be a nurse

dinate their care, monitor their

case manager. "Nurse case management is one

health and "serve as an advocate -

of the fastest-growing fields in the health-

someone who can speak for these patients,

care industry;' says JMU nursing professor

who can help them navigate" through the

Zona Chalifoux. "And in many cases, it's a

often-confusing maze of health-care systems,

field in which the demand far exceeds the

procedures and jargon, says Merle Mast,

supply as hospitals, increasingly coming

acting head of the nursing department.

under pressure to deliver the most efficient

Increasingly, that responsibility is falling

and cost-effective care possible, are driving

on nurses, many of whom are beginning to

the need for case management."

refocus their careers from traditional nurs-

The concept is nothing new in health
care, but the scope has changed.

ing to case management. Nursing schools
and graduate programs, meanwhile, are

"Traditionally case managers have been

responding by starting to expand their

social workers," says Chalifoux. "But we're

training in this growing specialty. It's some-

now sending patients home from hospitals

thing JMU has already done.

and other care facilities more acutely ill than
ever before."

JMU is on the "cutting edge in offering
case-management courses" and accompa-

These patients require someone with a

nying practicum experiences for its students,

strong medical background who can coor-

Mast says. "Typically, that's something not

Top: Nursing student Stephanie Wagner takes a blood
pressure measurement on a client at the HarrisonburgRockingham Free Clinic. Bottom: Anne Krop discusses
coordinated health-care opportunities with case manager
and nurse Megan Seibel.

'
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often offered on an undergraduate level,"
Chalifoux adds.
Through a partnership between JMU
and the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Free
Clinic, some nursing students enrolled in
JMU's fall case-management course get
hands-on experience in the spring by serving as case managers for the clinic's diabetic patients.
The clinic is one of several sites where
JMU students can get their practicum experience. A $117,000 JMU-Free Clinic grant
from the Helene Fuld Health Trust in 1999
has strengthened JMU's community outreach and clinical opportunities for nursing

Nursing student Kathryn Barker (right) explains the proper usage and dosage of a prescription
medication for a client diagnosed with diabetes.

students while developing a case-manage36

ment program at the Free Clinic. Through

tion to the realities and challenges of pro-

at "what existing resources are available to

the grant, students, professors and the Free

viding coordinated health care to a popula-

that patient and what resources are miss-

Clinic staff built and implemented what

tion struggling just to make ends meet.

ing;' Swecker says. For example, a newly

Chalifoux calls a "state-of-the-art" case-

According to executive director Ellie

diagnosed diabetic on a very low income

management program that tracks patients

Swecker, the clinic has focused its initial

may learn that diabetes can be controlled

and evaluates their progress and the pro-

case-management efforts primarily on its

by diet. "But it's hard to eat well on their

gram's success.

diabetic patients, who are about 30 percent

income, so now let's see if they can qualify

Students work at the clinic six hours a

of the clinic's chronically ill patients. That

for food stamps," Swecker says.

day, two days a week each spring semester.

group was selected primarily because "the

Their work offers an intensive, often

diabetic is at risk for eye and kidney disease

holistic care -

eye-opening

as well. We try to be proactive by helping to

son, that person's circumstances, resources,

plan for potential problems," Swecker says.

abilities and health, rather than just treat-

introduc-

An important component of case man-

agement is educating patients about their

The backbone of case management is
looking at the entire per-

ing the disease, Chalifoux explains.
"Nurses are naturals at that -

looking

disease and empowering them to take con-

beyond the illness and the symptoms to see

trol of their disease through medication,

the total person and what that person needs

diet, exercise, and personal and community

to get well and stay healthy," Chalifoux says.

support systems. The case manager also looks

"Nurses treat people, not diseases."+

Nursing majors, Karen Radclift, Brittany Templer, Mary Kay Alexander and Ashley Farmer,
gain hands-on nursing case management experience at the Free Clinic.

.....

fair last January. The chapter brought local
businesses and prospective employers to a
recruitment fair, in which more than 250
alumni, students and parents participated.
The student, alumni and parents' resumes
were collected prior to the event by the
alumni relations staff, who burned the
resumes onto a CD and provided one to
each company recruiter at the fair.
"This was a perfect example of the kind
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Tracey Kellogg

of event that we want to help our chapters
sponsor," says Kellogg, praising the efforts
of Pringle, Chernisky and the entire chap-

WHEN TRACEY KELLOGG JOINED
THE ALUMNI OFFICE as coordinator of

and sports-related programs. Another cate-

ter. "This event combined alumni, parents

gory is resource development, which includes

and students home on holiday break with

recruiting new volunteers and raising
funds to sponsor chapter scholarships.

alumni chapters last November, she had

"Finally," Kellogg says, "we want chapter
leaders to focus on connecting to the

only two months to prepare the university's

greater community via service projects on
behalf of JMU. This is an area where

annual February leadership conference for

alumni can offer different individual talents, resources and interests."

chapter volunteers. "That was definitely a

For example, JMU alumni have a long-

motivational experience;' she laughs,"but

standing relationship with the American

since my job is to recruit and motivate vol-

Cancer Society's Relay for Life, which ben-

unteers to lead chapter programs for JMU

efits cancer research. And for the first time

alumni, I think I was up to it."

last year, 10 alumni traveled to Dominica

"Up to it" means promoting purple pride
among JMU's 25 alumni chapters and 17
clubs across the country. While dashing from

to participate in community service projects and clean up efforts. That project,
coordinated by Rich Harris ('77), director

chapter to chapter, she empowers chapter

of JMU's Center for Service-Learning, was

volunteers to offer a "JMU away from

named program of the year by the National

home" to the alumni living in their regions.

Alternative Spring Break Service Program.

alumni business owners and other employers in the greater community. Everyone came
together because of JMU, and at the same
time, the JMU chapter provided a real
community service."
Individual graduates can also make a
difference in the greater JMU community
according to Kellogg. Volunteer opportunities are available through the Alumni Admissions Recruitment Network, where alumni
help with student recruitment fairs and make
phone calls to accepted student applicants.
Kellogg returns to JMU after serving
as director of alumni relations for the Kent
School, an independent boarding school
in Connecticut. Previously, while completing her master's degree in college student
personnel administration, she was the
graduate assistant in the JMU Office of

Currently, she is concentrating on the

"A simple brain-storming session or idea

14 JMU chapters she has identified as the

can lead to a wildly successful event," Kel-

most active. "The alumni relations team

logg says. "Mark Chernisky, a 1992 alumnus

wants to help our active chapters to diver-

who works in marketing and international

come back to a place that I love and work

sify and expand their programs even more;'

project development, shared his idea for a

with a team that I learned so much from ,"

she explains. "We've designated four cate-

JMU job fair. He got together with Metro

she says.

gories that we want each chapter to focus

Washington chapter leader Josh Pringle ('95),

For information on how to become

and they helped coordinate one of our best

involved in a JMU alumni chapter, contact

programs to date."

Tracey Kellogg in the alumni relations office,

on with different programs."
The program categories include career
and life-planning events, like networking

The Metro Washington chapter in North-

luncheons and recruitment fairs, and "JMU

ern Virginia won Chapter of the Year and

connection" events, like tailgates, happy hours

Program of the Year for Chernisky's job

Alumni Relations.
"It is great to have the opportunity to

(800) JMU-ALUM or visit the Web page
<www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/>.
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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A 1:andlelight

year's turnout. More than 400 seniors participated. This is our office's way of saying congratulations and welcome to the
alumni association."
Mr. and Ms. Madison, Pete Colosi and
Kris Tunney, both spoke at the event, praising fellow students for their achievements.

Nearly 400 members of the class of 2001 partici-

Tunney urged fellow classmates to "take the

pated in the JMU Alumni Association's candlelight-

knowledge, values and friendships acquired
at JMU into each new journey and path."

ing ceremony on the Quad during Senior Week.

The candlelighting service kicked off
Before the ceremonial changing of tas-

the first-ever induction ceremony for sen-

2001 Senior Week events, including a "2Kl

sels at commencement exercises in May,

iors. One night prior to graduation in

We're Done" dance, a volleyball and pizza

the class of 2001 joined the JMU Alumni

1912, the association presented seniors

party, a Senior Class Challenge Celebration

Association at the annual candlelight induc-

with flowers and an alumnae association pin.

and dances and discounted services at local

tion service on the Quad during Senior Week.

Justin Thompson, director of the Office

restaurants and businesses. Senior Week

The idea for the candlelighting service

of Alumni Relations, says, "This is the 15th

sponsors included the alumni association,

dates to 1912, when the founding members

year that our office has sponsored the can-

Student Ambassadors, the Senior Class Chal-

of the Normal's alumnae association held

dle service, and we are delighted with this

lenge and the junior and senior class councils.
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Discover France

Join fellow Dukes for an Alumni College in Provence, France

July 16- 24, 2002
President and Mrs. Linwood H. Rose will lead JMU alumni and friends as they
walk in the footsteps of Cezanne and explore the historic region of
Provence. "We've come to expect the ultimate in both education and travel
in these alumni travel experiences," says Rose. Travelers will participate in
open forums with Provencals from various walks of life and learn about the
religious, political, cultural and artistic history of southern France.
Participants will experience the picturesque Mediterranean fishing ports of
Cassis, the Palace of the Popes at Avignon, glimpses of medieval life in Les
Baux, the historic mountain villages and vineyards of Les Luberon, the cafes
of Cours Mirabeau, Roman ruins of Aries and much more.
$2,395 per-person includes round-trip airfare from Washington (Dulles) to
France, seven nights in the first-class Hotel Aquabella, three full meals daily,
educational programs and day trips. To register, call Sherry King in the Office
of Alumni Relations toll free (888) JMU-ALUM. Space is limited, so call soon.

• STAY IN TOUCH•

1978

To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

Cory G. Bonney and Carol purchased a 110year-old Victorian mansion in Annapolis, Md.,
to open a bed & breakfast in September.

1947

Kenneth Eades is the county administrator for
Northumberland County. He and Sue live in
Heathsville with their two children. Their eldest
son, Ryan, will enter JMU this fall.

Lannie Harmon Cavey and Francis celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary in August. The
Caveys have two sons, a daughter and five grandchildren.

19 57
Carolyn Wise Rowe and Ted moved to Hendersonville, N.C., and say they "enjoy life in the Blue
Ridge Mountains."

19 82
Mary Litts Burton retired as assistant superintendent for instruction for the Alleghany Highlands School Board.

1983
Dina Y. Abell retired after 28 years as a guidance
counselor for the Albemarle County Public
School System. Dina and her husband are new
grandparents to William Abell Lambert.

198 8

Ralph J. Edwards is chief executive officer of
First Virginia Services Inc.
Michael Hiner is a planner/buyer for Hankison
International. He and Kay live in Cape Carteret,
N.C., with their daughter, Liz, 12.
Lynn Wallace Payne is associate director for
learning technology at the Joint Commission of
Resources. She and Hank live near Chicago.

1979
Walter A. Wilson III is Central Virginia district
manager and counsel for Stewart Title Guaranty
Company. Walter is also the division manager
for API in Delaware and Central Virginia.

1980
Kimberly Lucas Dean is vice president of
finance/information systems for DuPont Community Credit Union.

Jane Mohr Doyle retired after 28 years in education. Of those years, 26 were spent teaching overseas. She also served as president of the Federal
Education Association for six years.

Robert H. Griffith is president and chief executive officer of Irwin Financial Corp.'s Mortgage
subsidiary.

1970

Kevin B. Rack is a co-founder and partner in the
law firm of Midgett and Rack, which has offices
in Virginia Beach and Williamsburg.

Barbara Zimba Johnson retired as principal of
Mallory Elementary School in Hampton.

1971
Randolph "Randy'' Wine was honored by the
state of New Jersey and Bergen County as Realtor of the Year in 2000.

1973
Phillip Updike received the top award for residential sales for the year 2000 from the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Association of Realtors
Inc. He is the co-owner of RE/MAX Performance Realty in Harrisonburg.

1978
J. Michael Parrish is a captain for Continental
Airlines' new Boeing 767 widebody.

Jim Phillips is an independent business owner
with Rexall Showcase International and was
honored by the company as a Future Founding
Member of Unicity Network.

1977
Laura Hawley published her book, Traxel,
Trexel, Trexler, Trissler, Trostle, Troxel and Similar
Surnames Beginning with the letters T and D
Found in the Early Records of Georgia, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and
Wisconsin: A Resource Book.

1982
Jim E. Dodd is the SE USA field operations manager for Markem Inc. He and Julie live in Waxhaw, N.C., with children, Caitlin, 10, and Connor,
5.

Ricky Love is assistant vice president and financial center manager for BB&T in Stanleytown.

Lynne Archambault Sauer is an advertising sales
representative for The Washington Post. She lives
in Springfield with her daughter, Lauren, 5.
Jonathan Thomas is president of Customer One
Mortgage in Northern Virginia.

1983
Twila Adcock Camden is vice president of production at New Ravenna Mosaics and Stone. She
lives on Virginia's Eastern Shore with her husband and their son, Tripp, 11.
Jeff Kellett is vice president of Salem Carriers
and oversees freightliners in the Carolinas.
Mark Palmer is a senior consultant with Goodman Consulting.
Steven Truax is operations officer for the 167th
Airlift Squadron in the West Virginia Air Guard.

1984
Christine Lubiak Leahy is an active volunteer
and stay-at-home mom.

Dennis C. Morris is a quality technician at
Coors Brewing Co. in Rockingham County.
Susan {'95) is a librarian at John C. Meyers Elementary School. They live in McGaheysville with
their son, Jacob Custis.

1985
Cynthia Manuel Holsinger is a partner in the
private practice of Winchester Speech Pathologists. She and John live in Winchester with their
two children, John and Julia.
James A. Leftwich Jr. was named to Inside Business magazine's "Top 40 Under 40 in Hampton
Roads." He is a partner in the law firm of
Besnight, Kinswer, Telfeyen, Leftwich & Nuckolls. He and Renee live in Chesapeake with their
two sons, Logan and Austin.
Dale Potts of Manassas is an evaluator for the
Federal Department of Transportation in Washington, D.C.
Linda L. Wankow is a senior analyst with
Resource Consultants Inc. She is a first class

FOOTBALL Ano FAITH
"When it comes to
the ministry - it finds
you;' says Antonio D.
Thomas ('85) . "Instead
of you seeking it, it
seeks you."
The ministry wasn't the only institution that sought Thomas for his natural
abilities. The National Football League's
L.A. Raiders, Seattle Seahawks, Cincinnati Beagles and New England Patriots
all courted the former JMU defensive
cornerback for his gridiron talent. When
Thomas originally accepted a scholarship to play for the Dukes, he was looking forward to a future in pro football.
During the summer of his junior year,
though, the pull of the ministry became
"consuming and undeniable." During
the following summer, he earned his
ministerial license from Friends International Christian University; and during
his senior year, he co-founded Student
Christian Outreach Ministries with one
his best friends, David Forbes Jr.
Also while a student at JMU, Thomas
headed up a Bible study for members of
the football team. He says that he found
inspiration from JMU's Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and the Maranatha
Campus Ministries. "I loved JMU so much
that I came back and worked in the admission office as a counselor for seven years;'
he explains. "Working within higher education was the most fulfilling and enjoyable job I have had besides the ministry."
Today Thomas is pastor of Roanoke's
Spirit of Life Full Gospel Baptist Church,
which he founded six years ago. He admits
that football is still in his bloodstream,
but says, " It is faith that fills my heart."
-Karen Boxley ('OJ)
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FIRST LIEUTENANT

WWI I VETERA NS
By Nancy Bondurant Jones
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Top: Emily Lee ('43) has pledged the cost of a terrace at the university's new Leeolou Alumni Center to honor fellow alumni and faculty and staff
members who served in World War II. Bottom: A
registered dietician, Emily Lee supervised nearly
60 employees at the hospital station at Camp
Rucker ( now Fort Rucker) Alabama during World
War II. She directed meal planning and the preparation of three meals a day for 350 to 400 hospital
patients, including those with special dietary needs.

W HEN EMILY LEWIS LEE ('43)
returned to JMU this spring to participate
in the university's celebration ofJames Madison's 250th birthday, the jacket she wore
was adorned with five special pins. To her
U.S. Army first lieutenant bars, a caduceus
designating hospital dietician, her JMU pin
and a Tri-Sigma violet, she added the insignia
given to all former servicewomen who
attended the dedication of the women's
service memorial in Washington, D.C. The
pins linked important facets of Emily Lee's
past to the present.
Lee's experiences at World War II-era
Madison College and with Tri-Sigma helped
determine who she is and what she stands
for today. And although the war spanned
only a brief four years in comparison to 51
years working with Tri-Sigma and the university's service boards, the war significantly shaped Lee's generation.
Some events carry such power that they
forever define the lives of those involved.
World War II was that event for Lee. Long
after, Lee would preface her nostalgic conversations with "before the war" or "after
the war." "Before" for Lee and other young
women at the newly named Madison College was a halcyon time. When she arrived
at school in 1939, the yearbook capsuled
memories of"worship services in the green
out-of-doors at camp ... the shuddering
organ in Wilson on Sunday afternoon worship ... candlelight services ... and firelight
picnics in professor Dingledine's back yard:'
But one Sunday their world turned
upside down - the Japanese unexpectedly
attacked the U.S. Naval Base at
Pearl Harbor. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt
responded with a call to
Congress for a declaration of war. At Madison
College, patriotic fervor
reigned. President Samuel
Duke announced leave for

all staff members who left for the military.
Young women bought defense stamps, knit
wool squares for overseas and collected tinfoil and tin cans for the "war effort." At least
eight professors - Anderson, Barber, McWhite, Pittman, Schneider, Schubert, Smith
and Tressider - joined the armed services.
Virginia Gov. Colgate W. Darden Jr.
requested one-fifth of the college's typewriters for the army.
"At first it didn't change our lives t_oo
much;' remembers Lee. "But then one of my
best friends, Frances "Dinny" Agnor Traver,
was engaged to a VMI cadet, so she left
school to get married."
Soon, wedding announcements and news
clippings lined Lee's scrapbook. By graduation in 1943, the halcyon days had disappeared - the college camp closed, Dingledine had died, and blackouts supplanted
many candlelight evenings.
After graduation, Lee entered Johns Hopkins in Baltimore for a six-month internship followed by another six months at
Halloran Hospital on Staten Island before
she entered the Army Medical Corps as a
dietician. Then came medical basic training at Atlantic City, where big hotels were
serving as hospitals to ships unloading the
wounded from Europe's battlefields.
Lighter moments eventually brightened
the horizon. Like countless others, Lee met
her future husband, Luther M. Lee,
while they were both stationed at

NAVY MAN TRESSIDER

After graduating from Madison, Emily Lee attended Johns Hopkins, earning her American Dietetic Association registration. Under the 3rd Army Command at Camp Rucker, Lt. Lee supervised American service
men and women and German POWs at the station hospital's kitchen.

Former professor
Argus Tressider,
who volunteered
for the U.S. Navy,
lists among his
memories: "The
beautiful movie star Greer Garson
came on a war bond visit to Harrisonburg on the day that I tried on my new
naval officer's uniform in early 1942. I
had been accepted by the Navy and
given a commission straight out of
civilian life almost immediately after
Pearl Harbor, but was allowed to finish
that year's teaching responsibilities. I
couldn't resist trying on what I would
be wearing during the following four
years. When I heard the .sound of the
parade, I went out to watch ... the only
one in uniform on that day in Harrisonburg, although I had no idea how
to wear my insignia, which I had bought
through a local haberdasher. Our beautiful visitor gave one of her most radiant smiles to me as she passed."
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Ft. Bragg, N.C. "I outan attorney. Going all
ranked him when we
year with only a week
were married in 1946,"
off at Christmas and
"°lf{'!tad to yw,id OVA,
Lee laughs. "I was a first
one in the summer, he
lieutenant; he was a secin 1950. The
c g ~ ~ ~ " finished
couple lived in one
ond then:'
The war had ended,
room, then in a small
:.ay>• '~ wa,} at
the Allies were victorious,
garage apartment.
"Living conditions
and Lee was ready for her
~
and .5wa,} at
discharge. "We had to
were something at that
spend our first Christmas ~ !JJ7 ~ /mou,. WI, tk time," Emily recalls. "I
sat for days in that
apart, though;' she says.
room with nothing to
"He was at Fort Jackson,
do while he was gone,
and I was at Fort Bragg.
You know in the '40s,
so I went to the [Veterans Administration]
you just didn't travel
hospital, and they said
like you do now."
Like millions of
they'd love to have me.
So I started working as a dietician."
other returning service men and
women, Luther decided to take advanAt Madison College, then still officially
termed "a state college for women," the
tage of the G.I. Bill, a thank you
times also were "a 'changing." Thirty-nine
from a grateful nation to those who
had answered the call to arms. He
men enrolled full time in the fall of 1946.
entered the University of South
At the close of 1947, part- and full-time
Carolina in Columbia to become
men numbered 101. It would take another

/Mt

5£e
jklf4<m,,

decade, however, before Madison College
housed males.
Nearly six decades later, Emily Lee is
widowed but still vitally involved with the
university and equally proud of it and the
wartime contributions of her generation.
To reflect that continuing pride, she has
pledged the cost of a terrace for the new
alumni building to remember and honor
individuals connected with JMU who served
their country in World War IL
So a call goes out to those WWII veterans still living and to the families of the
many who are now deceased. The alumni
center will display the names of WWII veterans who attended, taught or worked in
any capacity at Madison. Please send the
veteran's name, branch of service and connection to the university to Lisa Horsch,
Development Office, JMU, MSC 8602, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807.
And, of course, photos and written memories may accompany the information for
inclusion in a scrapbook to be housed at
the Leelou Alumni Center.
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With a major screenplay under his
belt, Chris Conway ('95) of Richmond
has proven that he's got the "write stuff."
He won the Virginia Governor's Screenwriting Award and Pollak Prize for his
original screenplay, This One Last Thing.
Conway says, "These awards have been
invaluable in jump-starting my writing
career. The artistic director of the Barksdale Theater has offered to set up a
staged reading of my play. I hope this
will draw the attention of some local
producers, but if not, it's still a great opportunity to showcase my work."
A mass communications major, Conway wrote his first 30-minute sitcom for
one of his JMU screenwriting classes.
'Tm not sure if it was very good, but I
had fun writing it;' he says.
Using ideas from the project, he submitted his first 30-minute script to the producers of the NBC television program,
Seinfeld. With some national exposure,
Conway then decided he'd like to write
feature-length screenplays. His first, It's
All Relative, is a romantic comedy that
was a finalist in the 1998 Virginia Governor's Screenwriting Competition and an
honorable mention in the 1999 Writer's
Network screenplay competition.
Receiving recognition for his first
two feature screenplays helped Conway
decide to continue living in Richmond.
He explains, "Richmond has a wonderful, yet underappreciated arts scene, and
my goals don't seem so far out of reach
here. If I lived in New York, though, I'd
be focused more on getting the rent paid
than on writing."
To "underwrite" his budding career,
Conway tends bar at Ruby Tuesday's
restaurant. He is currently drafting a new
script that deals with the decisions a
father makes when he decides to rig a
children's game show so his son can win.
Conway is also working on his first
short script about a man who returns
home from a trip with death certificates
for his family instead of traditional gifts.
"It's written in an Alfred Hitchcock
kind of style," says Conway, "and I would
love to produce and direct it myself. As
soon as I have a firm grasp on screenwriting, I want to learn how to best translate that to the screen through a director's eyes."
Does he have the "write stuff?" Conway says, ''All I can do is get my scripts into
the hands of as many people as possible
and hope that they reach someone who is
as enthusiastic about the project as I am:'
-Melissa Reynolds ('01)

petty officer in the Naval Reserves and served in
Desert Storm and Desert Shield.

1988
Dave Kamienski is a senior sales engineer with
Vignette Corp. in Reston. He and Debbie live in
western Loudoun with their two children.
Melanie MacDuff Haus is a stay-at-home mom
to Emma and Holly. She and Mark live in Fredericksburg.
J. David McCune is head football athletics
trainer at Rutgers University. He and his family
live in Piscataway, N.J.

19 92
Christina LaVarre Auch is director of development for the Appalachian Trail Conference. She
and James live in Harpers Ferry, W.Va., with
their two daughters.
Jessamyn Badger Ayers is a writer and a stay-athome mom to Wilson and Ben. Scott is the
group contracts manager for SAIC in McLean.
John Stuart Clarke is commander of the Arizona National Guard's AH-64 Apache Company.
He works for the U.S. Border Patrol in Tucson.

1988

Laura Snoddy Davis is a contract specialist with
HI-TEST Laboratories Inc. She and Sam live in
Buckingham with their sons, Seth and Clayton.

Joseph Gallo is vice president and CTO at Cox
Interactive Media in Atlanta. Mary Frick Gallo is
a stay-at-home mom to Grace Mary. They live in
Marietta, Ga.

Carey R. Falcone is a senior pricing analyst with
Anheuser-Busch Inc. He and Kellie Knight ('90)
live in Charlotte, N.C., with children Cole, 2, and
Brooke, 6 mos.

19 89
Beth Christian Cooke works from a home office
as regional program coordinator for Volunteer
Emergency Families for Children. She has two
children, Jonathan, 7, and Jordan Elizabeth, 5.

Dillina Wimer Stickley is a partner with the law
firm of Hoover, Penrod, Davenport and Crist in
Harrisonburg.

Duke Heinz is a supply corps detailer for junior
officers and is stationed at Naval Support Activity Mid-South in Millington, Tenn.

Wendy Riker Treleven earned a master's in educational technology from George Washington
University. She is assistant director of Ernst &
Young's Connected Consulting Group. She and
Mark live in Herndon with daughter, Jordan, 2.

John Roberts is the host of NASCAR This Morning and NASCAR Victory Lane on FOX Sportsnet He and Manda live in Huntersville, N.C.,
with their children, Jordan, William and Lauren.

Bernie Dombrowski is president of Synergy
Benefits Inc.

Elizabeth Lyall Schultz is senior manager of
contracts at Orbcomm Global in Dulles. Brian is
senior manager of information security consulting at Troy Systems in Fairfax. They live in Centreville with sons, Christian, Grant and Garrett.
Mark Whetzel was named to the "key player
program" of Chicago's Hamer Guitar Co. He is
an adjunct music faculty member at Eastern
Mennonite University.

19 90

1993
Matt Ertel is sales and promoting manager for
Hohner HHS Inc. in Richmond.
Jennifer Gerometta is a speech language pathologist for Lenox Hill Hospital Cochlear Implant
Center in Manhattan, N.Y.
Patrick Huffman is a naturopathic doctor in
Homer, Alaska, where he and Amy live with sons
Stone, Woape and Elias.
David C. Matthews is a pilot for American Airlines and lives in Chicago.

Neil Fisher Johnson earned a doctorate in information technology from George Mason University.

Laurice Penn is a technical writer at Westat in
Rockville, Md.

Mark S. McKeel earned a master's in special education from California State University, Dominguez Hills. He teaches special education in Laytonsville, Md. He and Brenda live in Mount Airy,
Md., with their daughter, Chloe Aultmon.

Tara K. Selario owns Consignments Unlimited,
an antique consignment store in Arlington.

19 91
Christine Bilbrey moved to Harrisonburg and is
director of the Shenandoah Valley division of the
March of Dimes.
Marc Coleman is a financial specialist with
Symantec. He and Chonda live in Sunnyvale, Calif.
Peter Charles Kovalcik is associate executive
director of the Downtown YMCA in Richmond.
He is also a faculty instructor for the YMCA of
the U.S.A. and International Fitness Professionals Association. He and Josephine ('94) live in
Richmond with their daughter, Sophia.
Alisa Whisnant Stickley is a part-time pediatrics
:t:ff nurse at Augusta Medical Center. She and
J have three sons, J.J., 13, Evan, 4, and Dillon, I.

Ron Shields earned his M.B.A. from the University of Chicago. He is a consultant for Keane
Consulting Group in Chicago.
Mary"Micki" Shirey earned her master's in technical and scientific communication from JMU.
Joanna Snyder is an account manager for
SportsMark Management Group, where she
managed the AT&T sponsorship of the 2000
Sydney Olympic Games. She also manages the
AT&T sponsorship of the 2002 Salt Lake City
Olympic Games and oversees the hospitality
center for U.S. Olympians and their families.

1994
Margaret Ross Christle is an English teacher in
Giles County. Mike works with Kroger management in Roanoke. They live in Blacksburg with
their son, David Ross.

Jacqueline Wind Clinton and Philip were transferred to Macdill Air Force Base in Tampa.
Jacqueline is a free-lance artist and a mom to
Caitlyn, 3, and Victoria, I.

Erin Garvin was one of the first women to complete the 2,500-mile Great Divide Mountain Bike
Ride stretching from Canada to Mexico.
Richard "Mac" Price was ordained as a rabbi
and specializes in barmitzvahs.

1995
Robert C. Hamilton is a registered representative of the GE Financial Assurance Family of
Companies. Julie Bailey Hamilton is an art
teacher at Salem High School.
Chandra Hohert graduated from Southern Illinois University School of Dental Medicine. She
is the chief resident at the University of Virginia
Medical Center Dental Clinic.
Thomas "Mat'' A. Miller is a child advocate lawyer
in Orange County, Calif.

199B
Amy C. Demarest is a private voice, piano and
flute instructor for a music store in Indianapolis.
She earned a master's in music from Indiana University.
Jay Keltner earned a master's in integrated marketing communications from Northwestern University. He is a relationship marketing manager
for Chicago's Evanston Northwestern Healthcare.
Joe McCullough is a park ranger on the Kenai
River in Kenai, Ark.
Scott McGuffin is a senior IT systems analyst for
Qwest in Arlington.

19 97
Sean Copley earned a master's in communications from Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary and is a graphic designer and videographer for the Baptist Convention of Maryland
and Delaware in Columbia, Md.
Stacie Dietz earned her doctor of dentistry
degree.

Jeremy Caleb Johnson is a member of the Academy of American Poets.
Tom Newman teaches history and government
at Bryant Alternative High School in Fairfax
County.
Laura Silzle graduated first in her class from
Eastern Virginia Medical School's graduate art
therapy program, where she earned the Paul
Fink Outstanding Art Therapist award for academic, research and clinical excellence. She
works at the Barry Robinson Center in Norfolk.
Allyson Spacek works in the public school system of Seattle.

1999
Karen Allen is a financial aid counselor at
Northeastern University in Boston.
George P. Coan III is an executive officer of a
forward support medical company stationed in
Hawaii. He graduated from the combat casualty
care course in San Antonio, Texas, and serves as a
project director for the U.S. Army Health Facility
Planning Agency as an intern at the Schofield
Barracks Health Clinic.
Laurie B. Dowdell completed the U.S. Coast
Guard Officers Candidate School in New London, Conn.
Susan Heidentbal teaches 11th- and 12th-grade
English at Potomac Falls High School in Loudoun
County.
Kevin Kane is an account executive with SunCom in Virginia Beach.
Shannon Keller of Alexandria is a career management recruiting coordinator for the Advisory
Board Co. at the Watergate in Washington, D.C.
Jed Sherman earned a master's in sports psychology from the University of Virginia.
Annelise Trubelhorn is a middle school science
teacher in Tampa.
Misty Dawn Durham Turner is a clinical laboratory scientist at Augusta Medical Center in
Fishersville.

2000

Jessica Brunow Holloway and Drew ('98) live
and teach in Seattle, while pursuing dual artistic
ambitions.

Erica Maria Lanza is a sixth-grade social studies
and integrated reading/language arts teacher at
Heritage Middle School in Livingston, N.J.

Christina Maycen was admitted to the Delaware
Bar in December and is an associate with the litigation group. Morris, James, Hitchens & Williams.

Alison Smith is an account coordinator for Siddall Matus & Coughter.

Moira McCaffrey earned a master's in economics and lives and works in Chicago.
Jeramy K. Spitzer is director of the Slaughter
Recreation Center at the University of Virginia.
Laura Riley Thiele is a human resources business partner at Lockheed Martin Management
and Data Systems. She and Patrick live in North
Wales, Pa.

1998
Barbara Crowder earned a master's in crop and
soil environmental science from Virginia Polytechnic Institute. She is a polymer specialist with
DuPont-Richmond Zytel.

fflAD'S BEST FRIEDD
DEEDS A FRIEDD TOO

MARRIAGES
1980s
Renee Picot ('82) to Douglas C. Gilman, 12/16/00.
Sandra Joyce Bartman ('84) to Charles M. Schaaf,
6/3/00.
Barbara J. Toto ('84) to William N. Powell,
9/15/00.
Laura Irwin ('87) to Eric Smith, 2/26/00.
Chad Pomeroy ('88) to Lauryn Boehs, 4/14/00.
Lisa Lynn Ritchie ('88) to James Lundy McLain,
11/8/00.
Eileen Bartnett ('89) to Bryan Trachsel, 10/31/00.

What happens when you grow tired
of your "best friend" destroying your
furniture, eating your shoes and ruining
your carpet when you're at work? Anne
and Noel Munson say, "a dog's best friend
might just be another dog."
Anne Pettengill Munson ('99) and
her husband, Noel, developed a Web site,
Dogpals.com, in hopes of solving some
"doggie separation anxiety problems and
ease the mind of hundreds of owners
across the nation."
Dogpals.com is a national database
where dog owners may find and list dogs
within their vicinity for play dates, dog
sitting services and other dog socialization events. The Web site allows visitors
to find other dogs in their area by entering a specific ZIP code. The database will
search up to 10 ZIP codes for dog companions. All dogs registered on the site
are categorized in the database by a profile containing breed, age, activity level,
disposition, owner's yard information
and neuter and spay information.
The idea came to the Munsons when
their dog, Emily, a two-year old Australian
Shepherd/Rottweiler mix, displayed separation anxiety behavior. Noel says that
since Emily was rescued from the pound,
she suffered from separation anxiety and
does not like being alone at home. "We
uncovered the need for a resource to find
other dogs for Emily to play with to help
prevent her destructive tendencies while
we are away at work," he says.
Since they could not afford a "$300
monthly fee for dog daycare facilities," a
Web site that could help locate dog companions free of charge seemed like an
excellent idea. The Munsons wrote down
their plans on a bar napkin, and later consulted some Web programming friends to
start the project. Within months it was a
live Internet site.
Dogpals.com premiered in December
2000 and since then has logged more than
125,000 visitor hits. More than 200 dog
owners across the nation are registered
and searching for playmates for their
pets. "This is a great service for people who
live in large cities," says Anne.
Anne and Noel Munson receive no
money from the Web site, but consider it
"a valuable way to serve the community."
The Munsons live in Waynesboro with a
much calmer and happier Emily.
- Marisa Domenech ('O I)
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Mary "Lara" Johnson ('91) to Bruce Daniel
McLeod, 7/1/00.
J. Stephen Christensen ('92) to Jennifer Dickson, 9/23/00.
April Johnston ('92) to Robert Harrison, 11/19/00.
Julie Jurjans ('92) to J. Frederick Steckel, 9/23/00.
Margaret Scott ('92) to Johnny Zayas, 9/1 6/00.
Tibbie Farnsworth ('93) to Jeff Joerin, 10/21/00.
Jayne Forrar ('93) to Raul Mejia, 8/19/00.
Donna Kay Hudson ('93) to Michael Lynn Douglas, I 0/21/00.
Debbie Richerson ('93) to Dan Bates, 12/31/00.
Dawn Nicole Smith ('93) to Kevin Jermaine
Barnes, 11/25/00.
Katrina Sherman ('94) to Adrian Chandler,
6/15/00.
Christy Callan ('95) to James W. Wood III,
4/15/00.
Jessica Gale Freeman ('95) to Christopher
Edmund Partin, 8/12/00.
Aubree Galvin ('95) to David Caunter, 9/2/00.
Anne Garrison ('95) to David Oates, 10/14/00.
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John L. Golinvaux ('95) to Theresa D. Dino ('96),
10/7/00.
Robert C. Hamilton ('95) to Julie Bailey, 11/11/00.
Heidi Knapp ('95) to Steve Burnette {'94),
6/10/00.
Alison Moore ('95) to William Wagner, 5/5/01.
Amy C. Demarest ('96) to Peter G. Moore, 9/30/00.
Erik Ryan Muendel ('96) to Carrie Lynn Van
Bracklin, 11/4/00.
Joy Sandoval ('96) to Kevin MacKenzie, 10/21/00.
Carly Rhoades Scarsella ('96) to Brian Seidman,
9/30/00.
Jennifer Brooke Atkinson ('97) to Eric Morgen
Matheson, 12/30/00.
Alexander Barnett Berry ('97) to Tracy Leigh
Ring, 3/31/0 I.
Patrick Brown ('97) to Stefanie Mumpower
('98), 12/31/00.
Alexandra Lee Henderson {'97) to Paul Gustave
Erickson, 11/26/00.
Julie Holman {'97) to Christopher M. Savage,
9/16/00.
Heide Jacquelyn Picard {'97) to Joseph Ange Jr.,
9/30/00.

Laura Riley ('97) to Patrick Thiele, 9/19/00.
Michelle Lynn Shannon {'97) to Jason D.
Brewer ('98), 7/8/00.
Jeramy K. Spitzer {'97) to Karen Morse,
11/25/00.
Molly Zerbee Amburn ('98) to Timothy Jason
Whelsky, 1/6/01.
Linda Carol Burnette ('98) to Nathan Dail Stancill, 11/4/00.
Laura Gwaltney ('98) to Phillip Wayland {'00),
8/12/00.
Michael Shaun Mooney {'98) to Lori Ann Ward,
9/30/00.
Hillary Blair Roberts {'98) to Richard Allen
Chojnacki, 10/7/00.
Michael Rohde {'98) to Katie Bergfeld, 5/19/01.
Misty Dawn Durham ('99) to Jeff Turner,
12/ 11/00.
Beth Graf ('99) to Marc DeAngelo, 7/15/00.
Christine Claire Mace {'99) to Christopher
Daniel Lively ('98), 6/10/00.
Charity Jane Truax ('99) to Jeffrey Michael Hite,
8/19/00.

20DD s
Jamie Bomar ('OO) to Lyell Lewis, 6/22/01.
Jill Higdon {'00) to Thomas Carson Cook II,
12/23/00.
Jennifer Leigh Sullivan ('OO) to Ger6nimo Antonio Mendoza, 2/10/0 I.
Sarah Elizabeth Rosenberger ('OO) to Willie
Joseph Murphy, 9/9/00.
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J. Michael Parrish {'76) and Marsha, a son,
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Noah Michael, 11/20/00.
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Lynn Miller Pierson {'80) and Tim, a son, Kendall
Logan, 4/23/00.
Claire Sanderson Kersh {'81) and Ron, twins,
Bailey Carter and Cameron Tabb, 1/ 17/0 I.
Laura Haga Rice ('81) and Michael, a son, Adam
Armour, 10/9/00.
Richard Sines ('81) and Marisa, a son, Joshua
Edmund, 2/7/01.
Vicky Blann Sorensen {'82) and Peter, a son,
Luke John Christian, 9/20/00.
Vrrginia Morrow ('83) a son, Christopher Winston, adopted on 3/27/01. He was born 10/13/92.
Christine Lubiak Leahy ('84) and Mark, a
daughter, Katharine Grace, 8/ 18/00.
Dennis C. Morris ('84) and Susan ('95), a son,
Jacob Custis, 3/24/00.
Tracey Evans Bell ('85) and Dave, a son, Ethan,
1/21/01.
Tracy White Cantin ('85) and Paul, a son, Brian,
2/1/01.
Tanja Brownley Fussell ('85) and Ray, a daughter, Gabrielle Elise, 6/28/00.
Charles Joseph George ('85) and Maria, a
daughter, Marina Catherine, 12/18/00.

Cynthia Manuel Holsinger ('85) and John, a
daughter, Julia Katherine, 12/ 18/00.
Diane Lewis Robinson ('85) and Jay, a daughter,
Ayden Elizabeth, 12/18/00.
Tracy Hanlon Zampaglione ('85) and Michael, a
son, Nicolas Anthony, 2/15/01.
Tom Butterworth ('86) and Patty, a son, Thomas
Benjamin, 9/30/00.
Laura Niswander Conklin ('86) and William
('89), a daughter, Erin Elizabeth, 9/19/00.
Melanie MacDuff Haus ('86) and Mark, a
daughter, Holly Elaine, 11/18/00.
Sheryl Robinson Harlow ('86) and Lewis, a
daughter, Katelyn Marjorie, 11/14/00.
Bill Hawkins {'86) and Kimberly, a son, William
Cole, 12/20/00.
Theresa Ferrara Heenan {'86) and Jack, a son,
John Anthony "Jake", 8/2/00.
Gary Deane Hillenbrand ('86) and Angela, a
son, Chase Gary, 10/18/00.
Mark David Steinwandel ('86) and Katharine
Banker ('89), a son, Matthew David, 11/12/00.
Valerie Landis Burke {'87) and Brian, a son, Kyle
Timothy, 9/26/00.
Stephen Houck ('87) and Mary, a daughter, Alexa
Osborn, 1/5/01.
Elizabeth Betsy Baird Kazazian {'87) and Haig,
a son, Baird, 9/5/00.
Kellie O'Hara Schachle {'87) and Joe, a son, Evan
George, 7/22/00.
Kara VanHooser ('87) and Michael Dodge ('86),
a daughter, Grace VanHooser, 12/16/00.
Sarah Thornton Wright ('87) and David, a son,
Andrew Thornton, 4/16/00.

Todd Frager ('88) and Kelly Maloney, a son, Ryan
Joseph, 2/26/01.
Mary Frick Gallo ('88) and Joseph, a daughter,
Grace Mary, 4/6/00.
Lisa Voskuhl Graves ('88) and Michael, a daughter, Kaitlyn Marie, 9/4/00.
Jacqueline Fazio Lehman ('88) and Robert, a
son, Jordan Robert, 12/19/00.
Michelle Miller Murphy {'88) and Dan, a
daughter, Meghan Danielle, 1/3/0 I.
Jeanne Douglas Wood ('88) and Michael, a
daughter, Morgan Elizabeth, 9/16/00.
Barbara Seaholm Antonetti {'89) and Scott, a
daughter, Natalie Ellen, 3/2/0 I.
Dina Tedeschi Gross ('89) and Stephen, a son,
Connor Stephen, 12/27/00.
Jim Katzman ('89) and Marcy, a son, Noah Gregory, 12/3/00.
Lisa Zak Marin ('89) and Pete, a son, William
Henry, 11/9/00.
Catherine Stuler McGirl ('89) and Kevin, a daughter, Rachel Anne, 9/ 19/00
Elizabeth Lyall Schultz ('89) and Brian, a son,
Garrett William, 1/14/01.

199 Os
Laura Weekley Burbridge {'90) and Bill, a
daughter, Allison Jane, 12/28/00.
Molly O'Hear Butler ('90) and Jeffrey {'91) ,
adopted a daughter and a son, Katie Lam, 7/18/99,
and Thomas Duy, 7/9/99.
Tracy Schwandt-Hardley {'90) and Gary, a son,
Jack Carlisle, 10/8/00.
Stephanie Byrne Haug ('90) and Stephen, a son,
Aidan Stone, 5/30/00.

John Lamberson {'90) and Angela Ellis {'95), a
son, Jonathan Ellis, 1/15/01.
Melanie Bowers Monaghan {'90) and Mike, a
daughter, Mallory Kathleen, 1/10/01.
Susan Hornak Schools ('90) and Chris, a daughter, Katherine Anne, 10/25/00.
Elizabeth Adair Choi {'91) and Wan, a son,
Christopher Adair, 11/19/00.
Anne Phillips Davey ('91) and Allan, a son,
Jason Michael, 12/22/00.
Michelle Brescia Ferris ('91) and Andrew, a
daughter, Madison Elisabeth, 11/15/00.
Lori VanNess Gilkeson ('91) and Scott, a daughter, Mackenzie Leigh, 12/17/00.
Emily Goad ('91) and Bryan Devan, a son, Joshua
Ian, 6/2/00.
Julie Lockwood Householder ('91) and Frank, a
son, Jared Grayson, 2/27/0 I.
Kevin McKenna ('91) and Tracy Jerrell ('92), a
son, Ryan Travis, 1/1 5/01.
Vincent Paladino ('91) and Kimberly Worontzoff ('90), a daughter, Olivia Dominica, 10/27/00.
Nancy Tipton Pawl ('91) and Steve, a daughter,
Caroline Grace, 6/25/00.
Cynthia Palmietto Russo ('91) and Joseph, a
son, Tyler Michael, 9/23/00.
Kathleen Clark Simone ('91) and Frank, a
daughter, Lauren Elizabeth, 12/15/00.
Shannon Dawson Smith ('91) and William, a
son, Carlyle Blake, 12/7/00.
Alisa Whisnant Stickley {'91) and "J", a son, Dillon Tyler, 6/5/00.
Wayne R. Verity ('91) and Kristi, a son, Hunter
Morgan, 1/23/01.
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TAILDATEI
Sponsored by the JMU Alumni Association and JMU Duke Club

Come enjoy food and fun with JMU friends.
You'll have a great time cheering on your Dukes
and catching up with Madison!

October 6 at Villanova
October 20 at Massachusetts
November 1 O at William & Mary
For more information visit the JMU alumni Web site at: www.jmu.edu/alumni/footbafl_tailgates
If you would like to attend any of the 2001 football tailgates, contact the JMU Ticket Office at: (540) 568-DUKE.
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EH LIBRIS
Books by JMU Alumni
The Portable Queen: Elizabeth
I and the Politics of Ceremony
2000 University of
Massachusetts Press
By Mary Hill Cole ('79)
ISBN 1-55649-214-3
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Mary Hill Cole, Ph.D., has published
The Portable Queen: Elizabeth I and the
Politics of Ceremony as part of the Massachusetts Studies in Early Modern Culture
Series. During her 44 years as queen,
Elizabeth I (1553-1603) insisted that each
summer and spring her court go "on
progress," a series of royal visits to towns
and aristocratic homes. The trips provided the only direct contact most people had with the popular monarch, and
they were emblematic both of Elizabeth's
rule and intrinsic to her ability to govern.
Cole's book provides a detailed analysis
of the progresses for literary scholars
and historians. Drawing on royal household accounts, ministerial correspondence,
country archives, corporation records and
family papers, Cole examines the effects
of the visits on the queen's household
and government, the individual and civic
hosts and the monarchy. Cole, a professor
of English at Mary Baldwin College, has
conducted research at the Folger Shakespeare Library under a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
-Michelle Hite ('BB)
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Christmas Fun with
Pup Activity Book
2000 Pelican
Publishing Co.
By J. R. Rose ['B6)
ISBN 1-56554-713-6

J.R. Rose, graphics director and cartoonist for Harrisonburg's Daily NewsRecord, published his third children's
activity book, Christmas Fun With Pup.
The book follows Pup the dog as he celebrates the holiday season with Santa Claus,
Rudolph and Frosty. The book features
drawings, jokes, rhymes, crossword puzzles, mazes, riddles and an instruction page
for composing a letter to Santa. Rose has
written and illustrated two other activity
books featuring "Pup;' a character syndicated nationally by Copley News Service.
Several of Rose's illustrations and cartoons have earned awards from the Virginia Press Association and the National
Newspaper Association.
- Marisa Domenech ('O1)

David Wallis {'91) and Jacki, a son, Scott Christopher, 2/12/01.
Lisa Arakaki {'92) and Adam Hahn, a son, Miles
Thomas, 2/24/0 I.
Jessamyn Badgen Ayers {'92) and Scott, a son,
Wilson Rodney, 9/12/00.
Amy LoTurco Erb {'92) and Joseph, a daughter,
Rachel Ann, 11/ 11/00.
Carey R. Falcone {'92) and Kellie Knight {'90), a
daughter, Brooke Kristiana, 12/12/00.
Lisa Omohundro Greeves {'92) and Geoffrey, a
son, Lucas Chance, 9/6/00.
Rene Giese Hackney ('92) and Troy, a daughter,
Claire Elizabeth, 11/13/00.
Robin Ruth Jager {'92) and Willem "Pim" {'93),
a daughter, Payton Taylor, 2/28/0 I.
Amy Williams Kiser {'92) and Kenneth {'90), a
son, Ryan Daniel, 8/16/00.
Tracy Rothschild Lynch {'92) and Mike, a
daughter, Cameron Claire, 1/24/01.
Suzanne Poling Turner ('92) and Bill ('91), a
daughter, Megan Carol, 2/6/01.
Pamela Johnson Viers {'92) and Kevin {'93), a
son, Nicholas Taylor, 12/12/00.
Heidi Sampson Woods ('92) and Craig, a daughter, Taylor Lynne Woods, 9/7/00.
Matt Ertel {'93) and Bradi, a son, Patrick, 12/7/00.
Tommi Curd Forrey ('93) and Stephen {'92), a
daughter, Carissa Lynette, 12/23/00.
Belinda Chilson Greis {'93) and Andrew, a son,
Ethan Harris, 1/23/0 I.
Lynette Chewning Holman {'93) and Philip ('91),
a daughter, Claudia Josephine, 8/6/00.
Marcia Spencer Malinowski {'93) and Kenneth,
a daughter, Lauren Ella, 8/29/00.
Keith E. Theisen {'93) and Deborah, a daughter,
Jourdan Avalon, 1/4/01.
Stephanie Buersmeyer Tyree {'93) and Greg, a
daughter, Zoe Loren, 9/ 13/00.
Rick White {'93) and Julie Wooddell, a son, Carson Alexander, 7/24/00.
Nancy Yago Adams ('94) and Rob, a son, Robert
Joseph Ill, 2/1/01.
Pete Barto ('94) and Heather Heinfeiden, a
daughter, Madison, 6/22/00.
Margaret Ross Christle ('94) and Michael, a
son, David Ross, 9/6/00.
Cathy Parkerson Doyle {'94) and Dan, a son,
Matthew Robert, 12/11/00.
Alex Austin Hamp ('94) and David, a daughter,
Ellie Stewart, 1/17/01.
Angie Ledford Hutchison ('94) and Sam, a son,
Tyler McLean, 5/5/00.
Rexanne Wright Miller ('94) and Jonathan
('95), a daughter, Riannon Drew, 1/4/01.
Melissa Tindall Oakes ('94) and John, a daughter, Carey Jane, 9/1/00.
Beth Hemmeter Tober ('94) and Glenn, a
daughter, Sandra Elizabeth, 11/30/00.
Dawn Covington Warren ('94) and Ralph, a
daughter, Sydney Nicole, 1/13/01.
Diana Nicholson Weber ('94) and Andrew, a
daughter, Madeline Christine, 12/22/00.

Kerri Cash White ('94) and Irvin, a daughter,
Clare Madison, 3/6/01.
Jennifer Buige Wilson ('94) and Kurt, a son,
Graham Aidan , 12/12/00.
M. Justin Besachio ('95) and Mary Eileen Algeo,
a son, Ryan Anthony, 8/19/00.
Renee Lynn Bradley Huepper ('95) and Jeffrey
('94), a son, Mason Scott, 12/18/00.
Wendy Albert Nelson {'95) and Eric ('93), a son,
Ian Albert, 11 /7/00.
Michelle Howard Turnage ('95) and Brian, a
son, Justin Tyler, 1/27/01.
Mimi Phung Yorks ('95) and Lyle, a daughter,
Maya Claire, 7/26/00.
Jennifer Myers Bryant ('96) and Chris, a son,
Colin Michael, 4/8/00.
Linda Gill Kozlowski ('96) and Kevin ('94), a
son, Kaden Anthony, 11 /7/00.
Kristen Post ('96) and Joe Korzelius, a son,
Samuel Joseph, 1/16/01.
Michael Rohde ('98) and Katie Bergfeld, a
daughter, Emily Katherine, 4/23/00.
Jennifer Cullers Strawderman ('98) and Glenn,
a son, Kaleb Jordan, 10/17/00.

20 00s
Michael Cox ('OO) and Michelle, a son, Michael
McCommons Jr., 2/2/01.

IN M(MORIAM
Margaret Hatcher Brown ('27) of Roanoke,
9/12/00.
Pearle P. Moore ('28) of Hampton, 2/17/01.
Bernice B. Brown {'33) of Ashboro, N.C., 12/19/00.
Margaret Hottle Framptom {'36) of Federalsburg, Md., 11/19/00.
Elizabeth Young Rutledge ('38) of Richmond,
5/21/99.
Adele Brunjes ('39) of Oyster Bay, N.Y., 12/6/00.
Eloise Lumsden Adams ('41), 11/00.
Marian Paige "Peggy" Stover Cooley ('43) of
Strasburg, 12/23/00.
Mary Foyd Crumpler Appleton ('44) of Suffolk,
3/10/99.
Barbara Lee Jameson Busby ('48) of Alexandria,
1/28/01.
Martha Armistead Owens {'51) of Virginia Beach,
3/22/01.
Laura Worrock Twyford ('52) of Fairhaven, N.J.,
11/28/00.
Arturo Luis Bassols {'70M) of Felton, Del., l/ l 7/01.
William Smith Musser Jr- {'70) of Belhaven,
N.C., 1/19/01.
Libby McNett Wheeler ('72) of Mt. Crawford,
2/6/01.
G. Frederick Millar Jr. {'75) of Plantation, Fla.,
10/20/00.
Thomas W. Bilello ('87) of Troy, Ala., 11/28/98.
Michael J. Covert ('87) of Largo, 3/ l 7/01.
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CONNECTIONS
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
JMU Home Page: www.jmu.edu/

Explore the links. More pages are
coming online every day.
News and Events:

www.jmu.edu/mediareVreleases.hbnl
Main Campus Phone Number:

(540) 568-6211

Tear out this guide and ~e~p ,t

handy 1n vour phone book

OFFICE OF PARENT AND
CONSTITUENT RELATIONS

(540) 568-4636 or JMU-INFO
Event Center. http://events.jmu.edu
Admissions:

(540) 568-6147. via the web. connect
from the JMU home page
Continuing Education: (540) 568-7088

• Get the inforrnat,on you need

DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENT

Make a difference.You can invest in JMU's
future by making a gift that benefits academic
programs and scholarships. Please contact the
Division of University Development for more
information.
Phone:
[800] 296-6162
[540] 568-3196
Fax:
[540] 57 4---4076
E-mail:
giving@jmu.edu

Parents are part of the JMU community. For
information about Parents Weekend.
Parents Council and the arboretum please call
(540) 568-3193 or find us on the Web at
www.jmu.edu/extemaVparents
or e-mail us at parent@jmu.edu
FESTIVE OCCASIONS

University lnfonnation:

Parents Weekend• Oct 12-14, 2001
Homecoming. Nov.3.2001

DUKE CLUB OFFICE

Marching Royal Dukes in Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade • Nov. 22, 2001

[540] 568-6461
[540] 568-6420
E-mail:
dukeclub@jmu.edu
Home page: www.jmu.edu/dukeclub
Through the Duke Club, thousands of alumni.
parents. friends and businesses support JMU's
student athletes in the classroom and on the
field of play.
Fax:

DUKES IN-DEPTH

(540) JMU-6397
For scores and highlights (updated regularly)

Spons Hot line:
Home Page:

Theater. dance. galleries. music and lectures:
Box Office (540) 568-7000

www.jmu.edu/sportsinfo/
Find news releases.team rosters. schedules.
results. ticket information. coaches· biographies
and e-mail addresses
E-mail: sports-info@jmu.edu
For information and inquiries
Phone: (540) 568-6154
Sports Media Relations welcomes inquiries,
comments and suggestions.

JMU's quarterly university news and human
interest magazine reaches 70.000 alumni. parents. faculty and staff members,friends. and
donors. (540) 568-3191;
E-mail: montpelier@jmu.edu and online:
www.jmu.edu/montpelier

(540) 568-6234
Toll Free: (888) JMU-ALUM
Fax:
(540) 568-3494
E-mail:
alumni_link@jmu.edu
Home Page: www.jmu.edu/alumni/

The JMU Alumni Association supports
the university mission by providing alumni with
programs and activities like career networking,
alumni chapters, reunions. Homecoming and
continuing education.

Life Science Museum. Mineralogy Museum,
Wells Planetarium and lectures: Information
(540) 568-3508

Which professor
inspired you?

Phone:

ARTS AND LECTURES

MATH AND SCIENCE

r=!

(even if the inspiration didn't
feel good at the time)
Tell us about that special JMU professor,
past or present. If Montpelier publishes your

MONTPELIER

entry, you will receive $100. Articles will be
edited for content and length. Send a submission of 500 or fewer words (including
your name, class year and daytime phone

JOIN THE ALUMNI ACTION
Address: JMU Office of Alumni Relations
Chandler Hall. Suite 133,
MSC0302
Harrisonburg. VA 22807
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number) to montpelier@jmu.edu or to
JMU Montpelier, 26 Medical Arts, MSC 5718,

47

Harrisonburg, VA, 22807.

-------- -------------------.. - ------------ ------otta new job?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class yeaJS,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name and birth date?
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Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni Relations.

ou just get married?
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CLASS NOTE

1

Is there an addition to

""

Full Name

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

Class Year

Address _________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State ____ ZIP _ _ __

work(

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ _

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.
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Come to Homecoming 2001, November 2-3,
Explore exciting new wavs to connect
with JMU alumni and friends!
For details and registration information visit: www.imu.edu/homecoming
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